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1 UNITEC STATES OF AMERICA
O>

1 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFCRE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING 30ARD~

's 4 . ----- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -x

5 In the Matter of :

6 WISCONSIN ELECTRIC PCWER COMPANY ; Oceket Nos.

7 (Point Beach Power plant : 50-266-OLA and

8 Units 1 and 2) : 50-301-CLA

9 -----------------x

10

11 Room 398, Federal Suilding

12 517 East Wisconsin Avenuo

13 Milwauhee, Wisconsin

14 Thursday, November 18, 1982

15 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

16 resumed, pursuant to recess, at 3:45 p.m.

17 BEFORE:

18 PETER B. BLOCH, Chairman

19 Administrative Judge

20

21 JERRY R. KLINE, Member

22 Administrative Judge

23

( 24 HUGH C. PAXTON, Member

25 Administrative Judge

O
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1 APPEARANCES:

2 On behalf of Applicant:

3 SRUCE W. CHURCHILL, Eso.

4 CELISSA A. RIDGWAY, Esq.

5 Shaw Pittman Potts & Trowbridge

6 1900 M Streat, N.W.

7 Suite 900 - North

8 Washington, D.C.

9 .

10 On behalf of the Regulatory Staff:

11 RICHARD SACHMANN, Esq.

12 MYRON KARMAN, Esq.

13 Washington, D.C.

14

15 On behalf of Intervenor,

16 Wisconsin Environmental Decade, Inc.:

17 PETER ANDERSON, Esq.

18

19

20

21

22

23

|CE) 2'

25

O
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1 _ PROCEEDINGS (RESUMED)

2 MR. ANDERSON: Yesterday was left open for us

3 to ascertain what earlier discovery requests required

O ,

4 earlier notification of the IGA research program that

5 :ir . Fletcher testified to. Our files with this don 't go

6 back that far. Until I get a chance to go back to the

7 office, I cannot make that determf. nation.

8 JUDGE BLOCH3 Ordinarily a claim to follow up

9 on or comply with a discovery request should be done

10 promptly, when you know about it. Obviously, if you

11 don't have the material now, you will have to accompany

12 any motion you make based on non-compliance with your

13 discovery requests accompanied by a showing of good

14 cause for late filing.

15 MR. ANDERSON. I don't know if I can establish

16 the facts unless Mr. Fletcher first test.ifies as to when
17 and if he transmitted information about that research

18 program to Licensee. All we know is that they have a

19 research program. Unless he transferred t o' Lic ens e e , I

20 can't fi'nd out until discovery.

21 JUDGE SLOCH: I cannot allow a line of

22 questioning based on an interrogatory that we have not

23 seen. There is no way to tell if it is relevant if we

() 24 haven't seen the interrogatory.

25 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I come by bus, Mr.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 Examinar. I cannot bring every piece of paper with me

2 and it's an unreasonable demand on this intervenor.
3 Until I get back to the office, I think you would have

O 4 to realiza that there are spread resources.

5 JUDGE BLOCH3 What is it that you wanted to

6 ask him that sa were supposed to allow you to ask him,

7 and how do we know that it's relevant?

8 MR. ANDERSON: We won't know it's relevant

9 until we know ahat the interrogatory says.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: The question is not allowed.

11 Mr. Churchill, have you rested your direct

12 case?

13 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. I have no further

14 witnesses.

15 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Bachmann, would it be useful

16 for us to start with the Staff witnesses?

17 MR. SACHMANN: Yes, sir. However, I would
l
i 18 like approximately fifteen minutes. Per*iaps we could

19 resume at 4:00.

20 JUDGE SLOCH: Off the record.

21 (A discussion was held off the racord.)

22 JUDGE SLOCH: The hearing is recessed until

23 5:00. I have excuse me, until 4: 00. I have 3:47.--

} 24 (A brief recess was taken.)

25

O
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1 JUDGE SLOCK: The he'ering will please come to

2 order. |

3 Mr. 3achmann?

O. |
4 MR. BACHMANN: Mr. Chairman, the Steff is |

|
5 prepared now to present its direct case in this

'

6 proceeding.

7 The first order of business we have relates to

8 Title 10 of the Code of Peceral Regulations, Section

9 2.743(g), which says in pertinent part, in any

to proceeding involving an application, thera shall be

11 offered in evidence any safety evaluation prepared by

12 the Staff and any detailed statement on environmental

13 considerations prepared also by the Staff, pursuant to

14 Part 51.

15 This is a regulatory requirement. It goes

16 beyond what has been placed at issue.

17 So at this point I would like to offer into

18 evidence the safety evaluation by the Staff, which was

19 mailed to all parties on July 8, 1982, and tho'

20 environmental impact appraisal crepared by the Staff and

21 mailed to all oarties on June 30, 1982.

22 I would like to mark those in ceder, the

23 Safety Evaluation, Staff Exhibit No. 18 the
!
'

(} 24 Environmental Impact Appraisal, Staff Exhioit No. 2.

25 The Staff does not intend to utilize either of

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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[}
1 these two documents as testimony, with the exception of

2 Section 5 of the Safety Evaluation, for which we have a

3 sponsoring witness, and which that section does amply to

O
4 shat we have at issue in this proceeding.

5 So at this point we reserve -- in other words,

6 what I'm saying is we would reserve the right to utilize

7 Section 5 as tastimony, Section 5 of the Safety

8 Evaluation. The other parts are being offered into

9 evidence simply as a regulatory requirement.

10 Theretore, at this time I move that these

11 exhibits, so marked, be accepted into evidence in this

12 proceeding.

13 JUDGE 3 LOCK 3 Are there any objections to the

O 14 staff motions?

15 MR. ANDERSON: I'm not sure I caught all.

16 Am I correct, Mr. Suchmann, it is not for the

17 truth of the statement, it is just the fact that there

18 is a document prepared on that date with that title?

19 MR. BACHMANN: That is correct. We are not
'

20 prepared to soonsor the truth of the documents because

21 we feel they are not at issue, with the exception of

22 Section 5 of the Safety Evaluation, which we will

23 present a witness to attest to the truth of the matter

24 contained therein.

25 MR. ANDERSON: We have no objection, if that

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 will hold until the cross examination is over.

2 JUDGE SLOC< That is what the Staff is

3 asking.

O 4 Mr. Churchill, any examination?

5 All right, there being no objection, the Staff

6 request is granted. Those documents shall be marked as

7 Staff Exhibit 1 and Staff Exhibit 2, as requested.

8 (The documents referred

9 to were marke'd Staff
10 Exhibits Nos. I and 2 for

11 identification, and were

12 received in evidence.)

13 JUDGE BLOCK: Mr. Bachmann?

14 MR. SACHMANN: Yes, sir. The Staff has now

15 assembled its witness panel. I will introduce them in

16 order, starting with the gentleman closest to the

17 Licensing Board, Mr. Ledyard B. Marsh, Mr. Timothy G.

18 Colburn, Mr. Emmett L. Murphy and Mr. Conrad E.

| 19 McCracken.

20 At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to

21 proceed through each of the different witnesses, since

22 each is here for a different purpose. But befoi*e I do

23 that, would you please swear the witnesses in?

(} 24 Whersucon,

25 TINCTHY G. CCLBURN,

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 CONRAD E. MC CRACKEN,

2 LEDYARD 3. MARSH and

3 EMMETT L. MURPMY,

O 4 called as witnesses by Counsel for NRC Staff, having

5 osen duly sworn by the Acministrative Law Judge, were

6 examined and tastified as follows:

7 JUCGE SLOCK: Please proceed, Mr. Sechmann.

8 MR. 3ACHMANN: Yes, sir.

9 I will address my comments initially to Mr.

10 Colburn.

11 Mr. Colburn 's presence here is as the project

12 manager for the Point Beach ceretor. Mr. Colburn has

13 not submitted profiled written testimony.

14 JUDGE SLOCK: Just toi be clear, you say he is

15 the project manager for the Point Beach reactor or for

te the amendment proceedings?

17 MR. 3ACHMANN: For the reactor. In other

18 sords, any license amendments fall within his purview.

19 Mr. Colburn oreviously testified at the

20 hearing that was held last October, in 1981, on the

21 demonstration project. At that time, his professional

22 qualifications were bound into the record.

23 To keep this record a little bit cleaner, we

{} 24 have provided the Court Reporter and the parties

25 additional copies of Mr. Colburn's professional

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

40o VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON D.C. 20o24 (202) 554 2345
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1 qualifications. We would like to have that bound into

2 the record, but first I would like to address Mr.

3 Colhurn.

4 DIRECT EXAMINATICN

5 3Y MR. SAChMANN:

6 Q Mr. Colburn, did you prepare that statement of

7 professional qualifications you have before you?

8 A (WITNESS CCLBURN) Yes, I did.

9 Q Do you have any corrections to be made to

10 those professional qualifications?

11 A (WITNESS COLBURN) I have one minor correction

12 to make. On line five of my professional

13 qualifications, I indicate that I have held the position

14 of project manager for one year. It is now two years.

15 C Given that correction, Mr. Colburn, are your

16 professional qualifications true and correct to the best

17 of your belief?

! 18 A (WITNESS COLBURN) Yes.

19 MR. SACHMANN: Mr. Chairman, the Staff moves

20 that Mr..Colburn's professional qualifications be bound

21 into the record of this proceeding.

22 JUDGE 3LCCK: There being no objection, they

23 may be so bound.

24 (The statement of professional qualifications

25 of Timothy G. Colburn follows:)

O
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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TIrt0 THY G. COLBURN
g

DIVISION OF LICENSING

1 0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

*
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS ,

.

.

1

My name is Timothy G. Colburn. I am a project manager in Operating

Reactors Branch No. 3 Division of Licensing, United States Nuclear!

Regulatory Connission. In this position I am responsible for the techni- ,

cal reviews, analyses and evaluations of applications for amendments to
ho

operating reactor licenses. I have held this position for ame year.

I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from the

University of Notre Dame,

p I have five years of professional experience in the Navy's Nuclear
b.J

Power Program. In that capacity I completed a one-year intensive program

in nuclear power classroom and prototype training. I also served for four

j years as a qualified Engineering Officer of the Watch. I have been

division officer of all shipboard engineering divisions supervising all

phases of shipboard engineering operations and maintenance and have

participated 10 an intensive non-refueling shipyard overhaul of a nuclear,

submarine.

| I have also had two years experience with Potomac Electric Power

Company, a non-nuclear utility, working in a staff function as assistant
*

to the Manager of Production Operations.
,

.

.-- _..y ._ ,_ _y,, _ _ _ . . _ . , - . --- -
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1 JUDGE SLOCK: Off the record,

2 (Discussion off the record.)
|

|
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1 MR. SACHMANN: The next staff witness is Mr.

2 Conrad E. McCracken. Mr. McCrecken 's prof essionel

3 qualifications were provided to the Board and the

4 parties in my letter of November 2nd, 1982.

5 The purpose of Mr. M cC r a c k en 's appearance here

6 is to address the Board's concern in the area of

7 corrosion. Mr. McCracken has not filed any written

8 t e s t im on y in this area. He is available for the Board's

9 questioning in the areas of their concern. I will

10 address Mr. McCracken.

11 SY MR. 3ACHMANN: (Resuming)

12 Q Would you state your position and duties at

13 the NRC7

14 A (WITNESS MC CRACKEN) Yes. .I'm the section
15 leader of the Chemical Technology section, which

16 includes responsibility for any chemical or corrosion

17 problem associated with nuclear power plants and

18 d e t e rmin ir.g that the plant complies with the regulations

19 that we have.

20 Q Mr. McCracken, you have before you a copy of

21 your professional cualifications. Did you prepare those

22 profes-lonal qualifications?

23 A (WITNESS MC CRACKEN) Yes, I did.

(} 24 Q Do you heve any corrections to be made to them?

25 A (WITNESS HC CRACKEN) No, I don't.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

er 7 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 0 Are these professional qualifications true and

2 correct to the best of your knowledge and belief?

3 A (WITNESS MC CRACKEN) Yes, they are.

O 4 MR. SACHMANN: The staff hereby moves the

5 soard that Mr. McCrecken 's pro f e ssional qualifications

6 -be bound into the transcript.

7 JUDGE SLOCH: We would defer ruling on that

8 until after the next two people.

9 MR. SACHMANN: Yes, sir.

10 Dur naxt witness is Mr. Ledyard B. Marsh. His

11 written testimony, including his professional

12 qualifications, were filed with the Board and parties

13 also in my letter of November 2nd, 1982.

14 The purpose of Mr. Marsh's appearance here as

15 a witness is to address the Board's concerns in its

16 October 1st, 1982 memorandum and order which encompass

17 effects of potential accidents.

18 Mr. McCracken -- excuse me -- Mr. Marsh's

19 testimony is not intended to address that which is at

!
20 issue in the admitted contention. He is here and his

21 written testimony is to address the Board's concerns.

22 SY MR. SACHMANN: (Resuming)

23 Q Mr. Marsh, sould you state your oosition and

( () 24 your duties at the NRC7

25 A (WITNESS MARSH) Yes. I am a section leader

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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.

1 in the Reactor Systems branch in the Division of System

,2 Integration, and as such I am responsible for reviewing
)
i3 the systems and associated safety programs along with
!

O '
I4 otner sections in that branch.

5 0 Mr. Marsh, you have before you a copy of your

6 written testimony which includes a statement of

7 professional qualifications. Referring to both

8 documents, did you prepare these documents?

9 A (WITNESS MARSH) Yes, I did.

10 Q Are there any corrections you wish to make?

11 A (WITNESS MARSH) No, I don't.

12 C Do you state that these documents are true and

13 correct to the best of your knowledge and beli.f?

14 A (WITNESS MARSH) Yes, I do.

15 C Do you adopt the testimony as your testimony

16 in this proceeding?

17 A (WITNESS MARSH) Yes, I do.

18 MR. BACHMANN: Mr. Chairman, shall I refrain

19 from a motion until we finish the last witness?

20 JUDGE SLOCH: Are there going to be any

21 objecticns to these matters being bound in?

22 MR. ANDERSON: There are.

23 JUDGE SLOCH: ' lease bind in Mr. McCracken's

24 credentials.

25 (The professonal cualifications of Mr. Conrad

O
-
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1 3. MCCracken follog;)
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Protessional Ouelifications
,

Engineering Branch of the Division of Engineering Office of NuclearI am Section Leader of the Chemical Technology Section in the Chemical
!

Reactor Regulation..

of the evaluation of all PWR's for compliance with chemistry and corrosionMy responsibilities in this position include supervision
requirements of the commission. Specifically

minimize corrosion of steam generator materials.the chemistry and corrosion control measures,that are instituted tothis includes evaluating
I have served in thiscapacity since April 1982. Between February 1981 and April 1982 I served

as a senior chemical engineer with the same branch, where ny duties;

included the evaluation of steam generator chemistry and corrosion'

program at both operating plants and plants in the licensing process.
l

From 1966 to 1981 I was employed by Combustion Enginearing Corporation
in a variety of management and engineering positions, the last of which
was Manager of Chemistry Development from 1977 to 1981. During this 15-
year period, my prime technical responsibility was support to operating|

nuclear power plants and nuclear plants in construction in the area of
chemical and radiochemical sampling, analysis, data interpretation.. *

to verify or support nuclear plant requirements. In this capacity I madeestablishing chemistry specifications and conducting laboratory experiments
!

frequent visits to nuclear power plants where I physically conducted!

sample and analysis programs or audited the uti,lities' capabilities in
the chemistry and radiochemistry area. During the last twelve years atOi

camsustioa ra95ae ria9 Paraxi t is <irty 9erceat ar ti -
expended in areas associated with understanding and resolving steamgenerator corrosion problems.

From 1958 to 1966 I served in the United States Navy where I was Qualified
in submarines for all nuclear duties. For three years of this period I
was an instructor, responsible for teaching office and enlisted personnel
in the area of chemistry, corrosion and mechanical systems operation andcontrol.

My final duty station in the Navy was on the USS Nautilus
where I was responsible for all chemistry and corrosion c8ntrol and; personnel radiation exposure.

Education
,

-
1

I attended the University of Hartford School of Engineering and completed
,

course work in 1970. I am a Registered Professional Corrosion Engineer.

.

O
'

.

e

i

.
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_
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1 JUD3E SLCCH: What is the nature of your

2 objection, Mr. Anderson?

3 MR. ANDERSON: We object to the material

4 beginning on line 9, paga 5, and continuing until the

5 end of page 6, moving to strike that portion of the

6 testimony on the grounds that the Board, although we

7 distgree with its ruling, has ruled that the LOCA issue

8 is not at issue in this proceeding. As a consequence,

9 we have not educed evidence. From our perspective that

10 is a very serious problem.

11 What we have here is countervailing evidence

12 to evidenca which I have not been permitted to produce.

13 And while we are very gratified that staff apparently is

14 we'rking on it, we would be very interested in talking to

15 Mr. Marsh about what he is doing in terms of the narrow

16 confines of this evidentiary proceeding. . It would bs

17 impropar and unfair to this party to let this material

18 in aftar the ruling that was issued in the Board's

19 October 1st order.

20 MR. SACHMANN: Mr. Chairman, I might state

! 21 that the enties purpose of Mr. M ar s h 's testimony is to
|

22 address the concerns stated on page 2 of the B o a r d 's

23 October 1st memorandum and order. His testimony, as I

{} 24 stated before, is not directed specifically at the issue

25 as the Board defined it, but at the Board's ancillary

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 concerns in this area.

2 MR. ANDERSON: I'm not faulting the staff for

3 oroducing it. I am saying it is unfair to us, its

O 4 offset it produced bere.

5 MR. CHURCHILL: Could I have identified again

6 precisely which aspects of the testimony you're

7 objecting to?

8 MR. ANDERSON: Beginning on line 9 of page 5

9 and continuing to the end.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you have a comment, Mr.

11 Churchill?

12 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. I was wondering what

13 evidence it is that Mr. Anderson attempted to introduce

9 14 that was rejected.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, frankly I don't think that

16 is relevant to the cuestion of whether this should be
17 admitted at this time. -

18 MR. CHURCHILL: Well, I am wondering because

19 that is the reason he gave. He said he wanted to

20 introduce certain evidence, and I don't recall him

21 introducing evidence. I don't think he attempted to

22 introduce any. I do think that he attempted to ask one

23 or tso of the staff witnesses questions that went beyond

{} 24 the scope of their direct.

25 JUDGE SLOCH: Applican t 's witn es s e s.

O
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1 MR. CHURCHILL: Applicant's witnesses, which

2 was a procedural matter.

3 JUOGi SLOCH: Mr. Anderson, we have considered

4 this material to be relevant to the Board's concerns

5 about the possible croblems that might result if we

6 found that there were problems with eddy current

7 testing, and therefore, we will admit it. It therefore

8 becomes a proper question for cross examination by you.

9 MR. ANDERSON: Well, I think the rule you 're

10 making now is the reason we made before, but you ruled

11 contrawise in the Cetober 1st order, and by changing the

12 ruling in midstream it just totally is a disadvantage.

13 It makes it impossible to defend our interest. We

14 object very, very strongly, sir.

15 The ruling is on page 7 of your October 1st

16 order. It says it's irrelevant.

17 JUD3E SLCCH: We don't think there's any

18 reason to clarify that order. The irrelevance was that
f

19 some of your contentions, Mr. Anderson, were stated

20 without regard to the sleeving croject itself. And we

21 think our creer speaks for itself. And to the extent

22 that this testimony is relevant to the possible

23 implications of defects of eddy current testing or the

~T 24 reliability of addy current testing, it will be allowed(J
25 in.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 MR. ANDERSON: I trust our objection is very

2 clear on the record.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: We have a Reporter here who 's |O 4 taking down a verbrtim transcript, Mr. Anderson.

5 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, sir.

6 JUDGE 3LCCH: The testimony may be bound in as

7 offered.

8 (The written testimony and professional

9 qualifications of Mr. Ledyard Marsh follow:)

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

'

21

22

23
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25
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMISSION

-
.

-

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of 1
h

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANYh Docket Mos. 50-266i 50-301(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, h
Units 1and2) h (Repair to Steam Generator Tubes)

,

t

i

TESTIMONY OF LEDYARD B. MARSH

Q.
Please state your name and your position with the Nuclear Regulatory

,

Comission.

A. My name is Ledyard B. Marsh. I am presently assigned as SectionO .

teader. Reactor Systems Branch oivision of Systems Inte, ration.
Office of Nuclear Reactor ReguLition.

,

Q. Have you prepared a statement of your professional qualifications?
A. Yes. A copy of the statement is attached to this testimony.

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?
A.

The purpose of my testimony is to address the Licensing Board's

concern, as stated in its October 1.1982 Memorandum and Order, with

respect to undetected flaws in sleeved steam generator tubes leading

to tube ruptures which could cause serious safety problems.
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Q. What would be the consequences of failing to detect a defect in the

sleeved portion of the steam generator tube (s)?
A. If the undetected flaw is in the tube (original) portion, then even

if the flaw became a through wall defect, no leakage would occur

since the sleeve serves as the reactor coolant system pressure

boundary. Also, the sleeve acts as structural support for the tube

and would prevent excessive movement of the tube thus minimizing the

possibility of damaging adjacent tubes, or creating loose objects
should a through wall tube defect occur.

If the undetected flaw is in the sleeve, then failing to detect this

flaw could result in a through wall defect should the corrosion

continue and if subsequent eddy current testimony (ECT) examinations

i fail to detect the flaw.
O'

!
Q. What would be the safety significance of a through wall defect in

the sleeved portion of the steam generator tubes?
A. A through wall defect in the sleeve may not result in the same leak

rate as a through wall defect (of equivalent size) in an unsleeved
tube. If a through wall defect in the sleeve occurs at a location

hydraulically far from the original defect (presuming the tube
,

contains a large through wall defect or rupture), then the pressure

drop occurring in the small narrow sleeve-to-tube gap would act to

throttle the flow. In other words, if a through wall crack in the

sleeve occurred, and there was a large throunh wall defect in the

tubing outside the sleeve, primary coolant would pass first through,

i

the sleeve, then through the annular region between the tube and the

.
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sleeve, then through the original defect in the tube and then inco
the steam generator secondary. It is the existence of this
torturous path that may, if the sleeving defect is far from the

original defect, reduce the leak rate as compared to the leak rate

for a through wall defect in an unsleeved tube. If the sleeving

through wall defect occurs close to the original tube defect, then

the leak rate would be no greater than for the case of an unsleeved

tube with a through wall defect of the same size.

Q.
What would be the safety significance of a ruptured (i.e., double

ended guillotine) steam generatcr tube in the sleeved portion?
A.

If the sleeved tube undergoes a double ended guillotine break in the

sleeved portion, then the plant response, offsite consequences and
Q required operator action would be about the same as for a double

;

ended guillotine break of an unsleeved tube. However, none of the

four actual steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) events have been due

to double ended guillotine type breaks. The break sizes and shapes

in these events have ranged from a complex defect composed of

multiple cracks caused by stress corrosion (Point Beach Unit 1 SGTR)

to classical tube bursts with a fish mouth opening (Prairie Island

Unit 1andGinnaSGTRs). The Ginna and Prairie Island tube rupture
:

events resulted in the greatest primary to secondary leak rates and

were caused by mechanical wear of the tube as a result of loose

parts in the secondary side of the steam generators.O
If a sieeved tube were to suffer a rupture simiiar to the Ginna or

Prairie Island type ruptures (i.e., a fish mouth opening in the
.
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:;1eeve) then the sleeve and tube in tandem could afford extra

mechanical support that may act to restrict the size of the opening.

Therefore, the transient and offsite consequences may be less severe

for the rupture of a sleeved tube than for an unsleeved tube.

There are no technical reasons why the rupture of a single sleeved

tube would be more severe than the same size rupture of a single
unsleeved tube. The double ended rupture of a single unsleeved

steam generator tube has been evaluated in the Point Beach FSAR and

has been found acceptable by the staff. Additionally, the systems

performance and overall consequences of the Point Beach Unit 1 steam
,

generator tube rupture of 1975 were evaluated by the staff ini

NUREG-0651, " Evaluation of Steam Generator Tube Rupture Events", andO #o s4 #4<4c #t 4 <4cie ci ere fo##a-9

|
i

Q. What is the possibility of excessive radiation releases or of
!

partial or full core melt during a single steam generator tube
rupture (SGTR)?

A.
In general, as discussed in NUREG-0651, and in NUREG-0909, "NRC

Report on Steam Generator Tube Rupture at the Ginna Nuclear Power

Plant", the past SGTRs have resulted in essentially very low offsite
consequences.

The combinations of prompt operator action, proper

operation of the safety systems and low primary coolant activity

have resulted in minimal releases. However, as a result of the

Ginna SGTR, several previously uninvestigated systems performance

aspects of a PWR SGTR are being studied. For example, excessive

- _ - - - -- . ._- . .-- - : ? . _ - . _ - _ . - ._ _ - . _ .
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water level in the damaged steam generator may result in radioactive

releases exceeding the FSAR calculations. Also, excessive water

~
level may pose a challenge to the integrity of the main steam lines,
supports and welds.

Neither of these two aspects had been

specifically evaluated by the Staff or by PWR applicants or
-

licensees.
Nonetheless, while certain previously unanalyzed aspects

occurred in the past SGTRs, the Staff believes that the possibility
of an SGTR causing an excessive radiation release is remote.

The probability of a core melt as a result of a ruptured steam

generator tube has been estimated to be very low based on

preliminary risk and reliability studies performed by the Staff and
Staff consultants. These studies, which are still under staff'

review, evaluate the probability of a core melt assuming a single

fully severed steam generator tube and a variety of operator errors1

and equipment malfunctions.

Only limited calculations have been performed to evaluate the -

systems performance, offsite consequences and required operator

actions assuming more than a single ruptured steam generator tube.
'

These studies evaluate the effects of a main steam line break
combined with one or five ruptured steam generator tubes, and a
small break LOCA. The results of these analyses indicate that the

primary coolant shrinkage, caused by overcooling, and the

simultaneous loss of coolant can be compensated by the high pressure

emergency core cooling system. The core remains covered with

t
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Statement of Professional Qualifications
~

" .

e
I.edyard B. Marsh

*
-

0 1 == aioved >
sectioa te der <a the e.. ctor Systems tranch.

'

Division of Systems Integration Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
.

My responsibilities include supervising the safety reviews of the

reactor coolant, emergency core cooling, accident and transient analyses
,

as well as other reactor systems which are assigned to me during the

review of nuclear power ieactor license' app 1Yeations or safety analyses

to support proposed operating reactor technical specification changes
,

.

I graduated from the (Iniversity of Oklahoma in 1970 with a Bachelor of'

'

. Scienc'e in Electrical Engineering. IN 1976, I received a Masters ofi

!

Science degree in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Washingto'n'

.

.

i

From 1970 to 1974, I was an officer in the Navy Nuclear,' Power Program.
~

I attended a year of formal training in the design and operation of the'
Navy surface ship nuclear propulsion plant. '

I was then assigned to.

nuclear powe'r'ef heavy destroyer, USS California, where I took part in
the p. repulsion slants constructior., testing and operation. '

f
,

=

, In August,1976 I accepted eqoloyment with the Nuclear Regulatory
Con:nission in the Reactor Safety Branch. I reviewed safety analyses to

support licensee proposed ECCS design modifications and technical
specification changes. In late 1979 and early 1980 I supervised the

review of the three domestic steam generator tube rupture events and was
| ..

1

the principle author of NUREG-06SI, " Evaluation of Steam Generator Tube

.
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Rupture Events."
In my present position as Section Leader in the

Reactor Systems Branch, I have been involved in the review of the Ginna,

.

steam generator tube rupture event, and the development of plant

specific and generic recomendatio1s its a result of the Ginna SGTR as
-

well as the other domestic SGTRs. ,I have also supervised the Division

of Systems Integration review of the technical report presentation the*
resolution of USIs A-3, 4, 5, NUREG-0844
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1 MR. BACHMANN: The final witness is Mr. Emmett

2 Murphy. Mr. Murphy has provided testimony c51ch is

3 being offered here. Mr. Murphy is also sponsoring,s

i

'- 4 Section 5 of the staff evaluation, which is entitled

5 " Eddy Current Test Capabilities."

6 SY MR. BACHMANN:

7 Q Mr. Murphy, will you state your position and

8 describe your duties at the NRC?

9 A (WITNESS MURPHY) My job title is that of a

10 senior systems engineer. I am with the Operating

11 Reactors Assessment branch of the Division of Licensing,

12 NRR, at tha NRC. I have been with my present

13 orgenization since September this year. Since this time

14 I have been involved crimarily in generic activities

15 relating to steam generators which include the so-called

16 unresolved safety issues orogram, A3 A4, AS, steam

17 generator tube integrity.

18 Since joining the NRC in July 1979 I have been

19 involved almost exclusively in safety reviews of those

20 steam generators which have experienced significant tube

21 degradation in the last three years, including Point

22 Seach Units 1 and 2. This includeo technical reviews

23 and evaluations of steem generator tube in-service

/' 24 inspection programs, eddy current test procedures beingD)
25 employed, and steam generator tube reesir programs such

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 as sleeving. I was involved in the reviews of both the

2 San Cnofre and Point Beech sleeving programs.

3 C Thank you.

O 4 A (WITNESS MURPHY) There is a minor.scror on

5 the last sentence.

6 Q Mr. Murphy, may I proceed to the next question

7 just to keep the record straight?

8 You have before you a document entitled

9 " Testimony of Emmett L. Murphy," which includes your

10 professional qualifications. They are attached to it.

11 These cocuments were furnished to the Board and parties

12 again in my letter of November 2, 1982. You also have
:

1 13 before you Section 5 of the staff safety evaluation

14 report which begins on page 31 of the safety svaluation.

15 Looking at these documents, did you prepare

| 16 your testimony, professional qualifications and Section
,

17 5 of the staff safety evaluation report?

18 A (WITNESS MURPHY) I did.
,

19 Q Oo you have any corrections to be made to any

20 of these documents?
|

| 21 A (WITNESS MURPHY) Just one. To my statement

22 of personal qualifications, the last sentance, the
,

|

| 23 generic activities relating to the steam generators I%e

24 been involveo in in the past two months have been more

25 broad than just the so-called unresolved safety issues
|
|

|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

4o0 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 program. However, it has not been solely directed to

2 the so-eclied unresolved safety issuas orogram. I just

3 simply wanted to clarify that.

4 My duties have involved participation in the

5 so-calleo integrated orogram aodressing steam generrtor

6 tube issues.

7 JUDGE SLOCH: And that is the extent of the

8 correction you have to make in these documents?

9 WITNESS MURPHY: Yes.

10 SY MR. SACHMANN: (Sesuming)

11 Q Is the information contained in these

12 documents I have just named true and correct to the best

13 of your knowlsdge and belief?

14 A (WITNESS MURPHY) Yes.

; 15 Q Oo you adopt these documents as your testimony
i

16 in this proceeding?

17 A (WITNESS MURPHY) Yes.

18 MR. SACHMANN: Mr. Chairman, the staff hereby

1 19 moves that the documents so named and agreed to by Mr.

20 Murphy be bound into the record as if read.

21 MR. ANDERSON: We object to the references

| 22 between pages 4 and 9 to the pancake probe and its use

23 in detecting defects on the following grounds.

24 Technical specifications do not require use of a pancake

25 probe. Testimony in this proceeding has shown that

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

doo VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 Point Beach does not now use a pancake proise and has no

2 intention of using a cancake probe. And thmt testimony

3 here also shows it is still in the develoomental stage.I0, ,

4 It is of no relevance to the inspectability of tubes at

5 Point seach or slaeves at Point Eeach, and me ask tFat

6 thos e portions be stricken. And if you'd like, I could

7 identify the specific sentences in question.

8
)

9

10

11

12

13

' 14

15

16
,

17

18

19

20
.

21

22

23

0 2'

25

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 JUC33 3LCC.i Mr. Sachmann, would you

2 respond?

3 MR. SACHMANN3 I think a reading of the

4 admitted contantion as ohrased by the Board about

5 demonstration that of adecuacy of eddy current testing

6 most certalaly would mrke a discussion by the Staff of

7 potential future refinements of that testing relevant.

8 If the Board, for instance, if the Board so directed,

9 thsy might decide that this imoroved type of crobs might

10 be a conoition of the license on the basis of the

11 amendment. I just use that as a hypothetical example,

12 however.

13 3ut certainly, any advances in the technology

8 14 of e< y current testing that are either available now or

15 in the future would be relevant to the issue as framed

16 by the Board.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Churchill?

18 MR. CHURCHILL: I agree with Mr. Bachmann,

; 19 Your Honor. I also take issue with one or two of Mr.

,

20 Anderson's statements. I have no recollection at all
,

21 that there was any testimony that we had no intention of
!

22 using a panceke probe. It just was not brought out, and

23 I don't think Mr. Anderson asked any of the witnesses

() 24 one way or another, whien he of course was free to de.

25 "R. ANDERSON: May I inouire, Mr. Chairman, if

'

/~T
%)

|
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V( \ 1 it is the 3orrd's position that it may imoose e
i

2 condition that was occosed by one of the parties in the

( ) 3 ,3coceeeing?
m

4 JUCGE BLCCH: :t een impose any conditions

5 necessary to snsure the safety of the sleeving croject.

6 9, R . ANDERSGft: Then :'ll withdraw the

7 objection. if that is tne position of the Board.

8 JUO35 SLCCH: The testimony mey be bound into

9 ths record without oi) j a c t i o n .

10 Cff the record.

11 CDiscussion off the escord.)

12 JUO33 SLCCH: Sock on tra record.

13 90 SACHMANN: Mr. Chairman, I'vs just been

14 cdvisse by tha court recorter that the Board hes not

15 rulea on the inclusion of Mr. Murchy's professional

16 qualifications in ths transcript. May we have ? ruling

17 on that?

18 JUD33 ELCCH: Yes, they shall also be bound in.

19 (Tha docuvents referred to follow:)

20

21

i 22

|
' 23

'v 24

25

Ov
|
|
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR RIGULATORY C0tti!SSION

'

O _BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of
1
$

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
)i Docket Nos. 50-266

(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, S
50-301

Units 1and2) ) (Repair to Steam Generator Tubes)

_ TESTIMONY OF EMMETT L. MURPHY

Q.
Please state your name and your position with the Nuclear Regulatory
Comission.

A. My name is Emmett L. Murphy.
I am presently assigned as a Senior

Systems Engineer to the Operating Reactors Assessment Branch,

Division of Licensing in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
.

Q.
Have you prepared a statement of your professional qualifications?

A. Yes.
A copy of the statement is attached to this testimony.

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?
A.

The purpose of my testimony is to address the one genuine issue of1

(
material fact in this proceeding as formulated by the Licensing
Board in its October 1,1982 Memorandum anj Order.The issue is:

That the license amendment should be denied ore
conditioned because applicant has not cemonstrated1

( that eddy current testing is adequate to detect
serious stress corrosion cracking or intergranular
attack, in excess of the technical specification

I

(
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sleeve wall, in sleeves that uch1d be insertedprohibiting more than 40 percent degradation of the
within steam generator tubes.'

.

,

Q.

What measures are being taken to ensure that sleeved tube integrity
will not be impaired by intergranular attack (IGA) or stress
corrosion cracking (SCC)?

A.
The sleeves are fabricated from thema11y treated Inconel 600 which
is expected to provide enhanced resistance to IGA and SCC as

compared to the mill annealed Inconel 600 from which the original
,

tubing was fabricated.
The addition of the sleeve will also have

the effect of reducing the heat flux from the primary water to the
secondary water in the region above the tubesheet which further

reduces the potential for IGA and SCC attack in this area.'

The

sleeved tubes will be eddy current inspected at periodic intervals
to monitor for any degradation. Tubes found to exceed the 405

plugging limit will be plugged. For Point Beach, eddy current

testing (ECT) will be supplemented by system hydrostatic tests at
I

'

test pressures substantially in excess of nomal operating pressure

and approximating those which would be expected to occur during
,

postulated main steam line break (MSLB) and loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) events.

Limits on allowable primary to secondary leakage

have been established such that if leaks were to occur, the unit

would be shut down before the integrity of the leaking tube (s) would

become sufficiently impaired so as to potentially rupture during
normal operatir) and postulated accident conditions.

Taken

.

$
'q g - Ou - sum *
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together, ECT, hydrostatic testing, and leak rate limits ensure that
timely detection of tube degradation will occur.

,
Subsequent

corrective actions can then be taken maintaining continued assurance
of safe operation.

Q. What is the basis for the 40% plugging limit?
A.

The 40% plugging limit is intended to ensure that degraded tubes are

removed from service before they could potentially rupture during
normal operating or postulated accident conditions. For

conservatism, the plugging limit is determined on the basis that the

tube is uniformly thinned over its length and circumference.
,

In

addition, it is assumed that there is no external constraint on the

tube which could help restrain a rupture. With these assumptions,hi

the minimum acceptable wall thickness to preclude rupture of the

sleeve is calculated conservatively to be 38% for a postulated MSLB

and even less for LOCA. This is equivalent to saying that the

sleeve would exhibit acceptable margin against rupture during

accidents for uniform wall thinning ranging to 62% of the wall
thickness.

The difference between 62% and the 40% plugging limit

provides added structural margin including allowance for eddy

current error and incremental corrosion penetration between
inservice inspections.

*

..

The plugging limit is a conservative limit based upon the worst

possible defect geometry and the complete absence of external

constraints against burst. Operating experience, however, has
.

|

_ _ _ _ . .
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demonstrated that the likely consequence of a flaw going undetected

beyond the plugging limit and proceeding completely through wall is
a.small leak. In addition, the plugging limit for the sleeve has

taken no credit for reinforcement against burst which may be

provided by the outer tube, and the fact that any leakage from the

sleeve may be severely restricted by the narrow tube to tubesheet or

sleeve to tube gaps. Exactly what influence the outer tube would

have 'n providing reinforcement against tube rupture and in

minimizing leakage will depend on the condition of the tube at the

location of the sleeve defect, if the sleeve defect is located
outside the tubesheet.

! If the sleeve defect were located inside the
tubesheet, the tube would be very effective in both respects.!

|

Q.
How does ECT sentitivity compare between sleeves and unsleeved
tubes?

A.
Overall, the sensitivity of ECT in detecting flaws in sleeved tubes

is expected to be similar to that for an unsleeved tube.

Outside the tubesheet, Westinghouse reports a reduction in signal

response for the sleeve ranging from 30% for a 40% through-wall'

standard calibration hole to 0% for a 100% through-wall calibration
hole.

In our judgement, this is considered to be too small of a

reduction to have a significant bearing on whether a reliable test
can be performed.

O However, should additional test sensitivity prove

necessary, this smail reduction in sensitivity for the sieeve can be

-

-- -
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more than overcome through the use of " pancake coil" probes in lieu
of conventional " bobbin coil" probes.

For the section of sleeve inside the tubesheet, there will be a

significant reduction of competing signal noise from the tubesheet.
This is due to (1) the sleeve being further away from the tubesheet
than the original tube and (2) the fact that sleeves will be

inspected at a higher test frequency than the original tubes making
the inspection less sensitive to objects located outside the
sleeves.

As a result of reduced noise from the tubesheet, the

signal to noise ratic for the sleeve should actually be improved1

compared to an unsleeved tube in the tubesheet, thus improving the
sensitivity of the test.

Q.

How reliable is ECT for detecting IGA penetrations in excess of the
plugging limit?

A.
Actual IGA specimens produced in the laboratory can be detected

easily by conventional ECT techniques, even for small penetrations'

which are on the order of 10% of the wall thickness.IGA detection
.

has proven much more difficult in the field.;

A major factor behind

these difficulties has been constraint conditions against radial

expansion of the tubes such as that provided by packed sludge in the
Point Beach tube to tubesheet crevices.By constraining the tube;

O against radial expansion, the grains in the IGA affected area are- ,

heid in physicai contact such that sood eiectricai conductivity is
maintained across the grain boundary. .

The tube, therefore, may

|

.
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exhibit no identifiable signal until sufficient dislocation or

opening of the grains has occurred to interrupt the flow of eddy
currents.

This has resulted in an inability to detect large numbers

of tubes with IGA penetrations substantially beyond 40% reduction of
the wall thickness, possibly to as much as 70% to 80%.

In spite of ECT limitations for IGA detection, ECT has nonetheless

been able to detect hundreds of IGA indications within the
tubesheet.

ECT in conjunction with other measures which have been

taken to reduce the rate of attack on the tubes has permitted Point

Beach Unit I to be operated in a relatively leak free mode since
early 1980.

The tight radial constraint of the tube by t'.e

tubesheet minimizes any potential for tube rupture. turther, the
narrow tube to tubesheet annulus severely restricts any possible
leakage from the tubes.

Additional actions, including more frequent

ECT inspections, periodic hydrostatic tests, and reduced primary to
secondary leakage rate limits, have been taken to ensure continued
safe operation of the facility.

Q.
What will be the reliability of IGA detection for the sleeves?

A.
In the absence of any significant radial constraint on the sleeves,
we believe that postulated IGA penetrations of 40% of the wall

thickness will be detectable. However, it is possible that the
-

O rieeves could be constrained similarly to tubes in the

tube-to-tubesheet crevice if sludge is deposited into the sleeve to
tube annulus.

This could limit the capability of ECT to detect IGA

_.
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on the sleeves, but not to the same extent as har been the case for
the unsleeved tubes.

Some improvement would be expected due to the

reduction or absence (outside the tubesheet) of tubesheet noise.
;

Additional factors which may improve the detectability of

constrained IGA on the tubes would be the larger tube to sleeve gap

clearances (35 mils vs.16 mils) and that the tube can flex
radially, outside the tubesheet, both of which may have a cushioning
effect on the degree of restraint.

Note that the inspection of

sleeves outside the tubesheet is of primary interest since leakage
from flaws inside the tubesheet would be significantly reduced by
the narrow sleeve-to-tube and tube-to-tubesheet gaps.

To sum up, IGA detection capability is expected to be improved over
the unsleeved tube case. However, we are unable to predict the

threshold amount of IGA penetration at which it would become
reliably detectable with ECT.

This is not a concern to the Staff at
this time, given the other measures being employed to reduce the

1

potential for IGA and to ensure its early detection if it occurs.
i

More sensitive ECT techniques can be employed at that time as

necessary to provide continued assurance of safe operation.(

Q.
Can IGA detection capabilities be improved?

A.

O Yes, " pancake coil" probes are available for field use which can

substentiaii , improve test sensitivity for detecting IGA and sec.

Pancake probes are not yet considered practical for routine inservice

._
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inspection.due to increased cost and inspection time.'

Such probes

have been extensively used, however, where IGA and SCC problems have

O developed and the added sensitivity was necessary.

Considerable improvement in ECT sensitivity has taken place and been
applied to the field in recent years.

,

The development of

multi-frequency techniques has substantially improved operatori
|

capabilities to discriminate small amplitude defect signals from\

various noise signals.
Multi-frequency techniques, ECT test probes,;

and data interpretation methods are continuing to undergo further
improvement due to ongoing industry and NRC sponsored efforts

One.

area of investigation shows great promise for further improving IGA
detectability.

This involves a more refined method for evaluatingg>

the eddy current data produced by the test.
This evaluation would

'

look for small conductivity changes associated with the IGA which

would become apparent before the grains have opened sufficiently to
produce a signal detectable by conventional interpretation.

i

Q.
What are ECT capabilities regarding SCC detection?

; A.

{ Based upon our experience with ECT, we believe that an adequate
inspection of the sleeves can be performed for SCC detection

Conventional bobbin coils are capable of reliably detecting axially
.

! O oriented 40% through-wall SCC in the absence of significant noise
effects.

Thus, we do not anticipate difficuities with SCC detection>

outside the tubesheet area. As previously discussed, noise in the

;

, . . . . .
..
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tubesheet region is expected to be less of a problem for the sleeves
than for the unsleeved tubes in this region.

Should future

experience indicate that additional sensitivity is necessary to

provide a fully reliable test in this region, this can be achieved
through refinements to the test procedure.

One such refinement
could include use of the pancake type probe.

Stress corrosion cracks will orient themselves perpendicular to the
direction of maximum tensile stress.Between the sleeve joints, the

maximum tensile stresses are expected to have a circumferential
orientation.

Thus, any SCC on the sleeves would be expected to have

an axial orientation such as was principally the case for the Point
t Beach tubes.
1

9
The only place on the sleeves where cracks would be expected to have

a circumferential orientation (if they were to occur) would be at
the expansion transitions of the joints. Routine inspections with

bobbin probes generally have not been capable of detecting

circumferential flaws at similar joint transitions which already
exist on the unsleeved tubes. Should such cracks occur, it will

likely be necessary to employ a non-standard probe such as the

pancake probe to detect these cracks. Circumferential cracks at
'

expansion transitions have not generally been of concern since (1)

O such cracks typically involve only a small fraction of the tube

circum <erence before resuiting in a detectabie ieak and (2) even if
.

:

1

*
. ..
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complete severance of the tube occurred during accidents, the

resulting leakage would be severely limited by the tubesheet
crevice.O For sleeves, the resulting leakage would be expected to be

severely limited by the riarrow sleeve to tube gap.

Q.
Does the potential for IGA or SCC represent a safety concern?

A.
No, ECT in conjunction with restrictive limits on primary to

i
secondary leakage ensure that the occurrence of IGA and SCC will be

detected and that timely diagnostic and/or corrective actior.s will

be taken as necessary to ensure that the tubes will retain adequate

integrity against rupture during normal operating and postulated

accident conditions. Any leakage would be expected to be small
j

based upon operating experience. Of over 200 leaks reported to theh NRC to date, only four have involved tube ruptures. None of the
rupture occurrences resulted in any unacceptable offsite

1

radiological consequences. Single tube rupture accidents have been

included in the FSAR safety analysis for Point Beach. None of the

four incidents of tube rupture have involved multiple tube ruptures.

The licensee is planning to perfonn periodic hydrostatic tests, as

discussed previously, which will provide added assurance of tube .

integrity. Should IGA or SCC degradation occur, diagnostic actions

can be taken to evaluate the nature of the problem, its safety

significance, and whether there is a need to perform a more

O sensitive eddy current test or to refine data interpretation
methods.

If necessary, sleeved tubes may be removed from the steam

generators for metallurgical examination to assist the evaluation of

:

_ . _ . _ - _ _ - - - _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ .
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these areas and to correlate the field ECT data with actual flaw
penetrations.

.

O

t

o
.
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EMIETT L. MURPHY

_ DIVISION OF LICENSING

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

_ PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
|

t

My name is Emmett L. Murphy.

Reactors Assessment Branch, Division of Licensing, Office of Nuclear ReactorI am a Senior Systems Engineer in the Operating
;

! Regulation.

the Inservice Inspection Section of the Materials Engineering Branch,I recently transferred to this position in September 1982, from
Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Science Degree in Civil Engineering, both from the University of Maryland.I hold a Bachelor of Science Degree in Aerospace Engineering and a Master of
I have had a total of eleven years of professional experience of which nineyears has been in the nuclear field.
a structural engineer at the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory by WestinghouseI was employed for almost six years as
Corporation. During my employment at Bettist I was involved in the
structural design and analysis of core and eme structural components ofnaval reactors.

Since joining the NRC in July 1979, I have been involved almost exclusivelyin the safety reviews of most of the steam generators which have experienced
significant tube degradation during the past three years, including PointBeach Units I and 2.

.

steam generator tube inservice inspection programs including eddy currentThis has included technical reviews and evaluations of'

Since my transfer in September 1982 to the Operating Reactors Assessmenttest procedures being employed, and steam generator tube repair programs.
Branch, I have been involved primarily in generic activities relating to the
resolution of " Unresolved Safety Issues" A-3, 4, and 5 pertcining to steamgenerator tube integrity.

1

i
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1 MR. SACHMANN: To this point, Mr. Chairman, t

2 the Staff has no additional questions to direct to the

3 Staff witnesses. So at this time I should like tof3

4 tender the witness panel for cross-examination and

5 questioning by the Board.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: I think we prefer to be last.

7 Mr. Anderson, do you have questions?

8 MR. ANDERSON 8 Just a very few.

9 CROSS-EXAMINATION CH

10 EEHALF OF INTERVENOR

11 SY MR. ANDERSCN

12 0 Mr. Marsh, looking at paga 2, your first

13 answer of your prepared testimony --

14 A (WITNESS MARSH) Yes.

15 Q What would happen if the outer tube

16 surrounding a sleeve, the parent tube, had a

17 circumferential through-sall crack? Could, in the

18 accident situation, stresses impact on the sleeve and
:

19 cause the sleeve to be degraded?

20 A (WITNESS MARSH) Let me understand your

21 question, clease. Would you state it again, please?

22 Q Sure. If the parent tube in the sleeve tube

23 has a circumferential crack through-wall and there are

24 stresses that might occur in an accicent scenario -- in

25 tha stresses that might occur in an accident scenario,

O
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1 is it oossible that the rattling that might occur

2 batmeen ths outer tube and the sleeve could imoact on

3 the slaeve and cause it to fail?~

)
4 A (WITNESS MARSH) I'm afraid I cannot answer

5 that question.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Can any member of the panel

7 answer the question?

8 WITNESS MURDHY: I'll take a shot at it.

9 I would not expect rattling of the outer tube

10 against the sleeve during an accident condition to

11 affect, to aaversely affect the integrity of the tube.

12 SY MR. ANDERSON: ( R e s t.m in g)

13 Q Would you state why, sir?

14 A (WITNESS MURPHY) The event occurs very

15 quickly. It doesn't s e e.1 credible to me that we could

16 cause significant damage to the sleeve in a brief period

17 such as that.

18 C Did you anticipate the kind of tube failure

19 that occurred at Cinna, where one tube ructured and

20 rattled against another tube?

21 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, may I object to

22 this? This relates to loose parts, which is irrelevant

23 to sleeving.

24 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Murphy, have there been

25 events that happened in steam generator that you had not
|

|

rO
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em 1 anticipated before they took place?
\

2 WITNESS MURDHY Many of the specific

3 circumstances of the events may not have been

4 anticipated. Mosever, carteinly we have never crecluded

5 the occurrenca of leaks and/or occasional ruptures of

6 tubes, either as a result of ccerosion or as a result of

7 wear or other . mechanical processes.

8 JUDGE BLCCH I understood the first part of

9 your question, enich said basically you can't anticioate

10 everything that's going to haopen. But.I didn't

11 understand the secono part of the answer.

12 WITNESS MURPHY: Some of the exact

13 circumstances -- for example prior to the Prairie

14 Island event we did not anticipate that a spring from a

15 piece of maintenance squipment would be left in the

! 16 generator and clamped in place such that it would slide

17 back and forth across the tube and cause a rupture. We

18 didn't anticipate that specific event.

19 In more genaral terms, we recognize the need

20 we recognize the ootential for foilures of that type
'

--

21 in the event you have foreign objects in the steam

22 generators.

.

23 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Anaerson.

24 SY MR. ANDERSCNb (Resuming)}
'

25 C Looking at page 4, the first whole answer on

O
1

|
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1 your page, Mr. Marsh, did the Point Beach FSAR include

2 the analysis of the steam generator tuSe failure during

3 LOCA?

\/ 4 A (WITNESS MARSH) No, it cid not.

5 C Ana cid the NUR53-0651 recort include such an

6 analysis?

7 A (WITNESS MARSH) I heard your question to be,

8 did NUREG-0651 analyze the consequences of a steam

9 generator tube rupture and a LOCAL is that correct?

10 Q Well, let me rechrase it again. Did

11 NUREG-0651 include an evaluation of a steam generator

12 tube failure causec by a LCCA?

13 A (WITNESS MARSH) No, sir. NUREG-0651 contains

14 an evaluation of three steam generator tuba rupture

15 events which had occurred before the time of that

16 report. Now, when I speak of steam generator tube

17 ruptures, I mean specifically just that, a steam

18 generator tube rupture.

19 If you are including in your definit:'on of a

20 LOCA a tube rupture, then that is the event which is

21 analyzed. Let me be clear. NUREG-0651 evaluates only
,

1

22 those three events which had occurred orevious to that

i 23 point in time. It does not evaluate any failures beyond

(} 24 those which had happensd.

25 Q That is what I understood to be your answer.

rsd
|
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1 Turn to page 5 of your testimony, the last word on the

2 first paragraoh, " remote."

3 A (WITNESS MARSH) Yes.f,

>

4 C Now, if a secondary side safety valve sticks

5 open for 12 hours would the radittian releases he

6 excessive?

7 A (WITNESS MARSH) Not necessarily. What I

8 meant in this testimony is that while we have seen some

9 circumstances in some steam generator tube ructure

10 events which have not specifically been evaluated or

11 included in previous analyses, the analyses of record

12 and the standard revisw plan assumptions associated with

13 those analyses are sufficiently conservative to bound

14 oven those events themselves.

15 Q Well, let's look at the kinds of things that

16 we talked about in the context of 31nna: the stuck-open

17 safety valve, the main line steam break from

18 overfilling, the iodine partitioning. Does the word

19 " remote" thers relate to your assessment of the

20 probabilities of those events occurring or, conversely,

21 to the consequences which would occur if those events

22 did hapoen?

23 JUDGE 3LCCH: Before you answer, please, I'd

(} 24 like about a minute to read this passage so I can

25 understand the question.

O
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1 (scuse.)

2 JUDGE SLCCH: If you'd like to ;roceed.

3 WITNESS MARSH: If you don't mind, I'd like to-

\' 4 ask you to restate the cuestion and clarify it for me,

5 becausa I didn't undarstand all the "could b e 's" and

6 "may's."

7 SY MR. ANDERSCN: (Resuming)

8 Q Sure, I'll try again.

9 A (WITNESS MARSH) Thank you.

10 C I'm looking at the scrd " remote," and what I

11 am trying to understand is whether the word "ramote"

12 applies to the oossibility of the main lina steam break

13 type problem occurring or does it apply to the radiation

0 14 releases that would occur if you did have a main line

15 stsem br*c4 type problem. Is that clear?

16 A (WITNESS MARSH) Okay. If during c -- let me
,

17 try it this way. If during a steam generator tube

18 rupture event exesssive leakage from the primary to the

19 secondary occurrad beyond what is assumed in the FSAR

20 analyses and if the coerator took no actions to stop

21 that leakage and that is anothar "and if" -- and if a--

22 steam generator safety valve stuck open and stayed open,

23 which in the Ginna event did not haopen -- you

(} 24 understand that, in the Ginna event the safety valve did

25 not stick open -- and if there were no partitioning in

O
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1

I
1 the steam gensrator, none, then there is the cossibility

2 for the offsite releases to be above those which are

3 analyzed in the FSAR.

O 4 Now, snen I say " remote" I mean when ganging

5 up all of those possibilities in a row thet it is

6 possible to exceed the FSAR analyses.

7 Q Okey. Let's take them ons at a time. Let's

8 assume that -- am I correct, at Ginna the oower-operated

9 relief valve on the secondary side was out of

10 commission?

11 A (WITNESS MARSH) Let me clarify that. In the

12 Ginna steam ganerator tube ruoture event, the operators

13 closed the atmospheric dump valve on the steam

14 generator, which was damaged. They closed the uostream

15 valve, which rendered that valve unable to open

16 automatically on pressure. The valve could have opened

17 had the operators so chosen. So the valve was in

18 effect, as you say, inoperable, but I mant to clarify

19 for you that there are two valves involved. There is

20 tha pressurizer PORY which had a problem --

21 Q You're talking about the crimary side?

22 A (WITNESS MARSH) I want to make surs which

23 side we're talking about. The atmosoberie dumo valve on

(} 24 the steam generat'or had its upstream motor-operated

25 valve closed, okay.

O
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1 Q I understend tnet, that it was consciously

2 cone. 3ut I'i talking about, em I correct that the

3 stacm generator at Ginna has two secondcry side safety3
1

4 vcives, ona is power-operated, one is not

5 power-operated?

6 A (WITNESS MARSH) It is at least that. It's at

7 least that. I think that's slightly wrong. I want to

8 clarify for you. It has an atmosph.',ric dump valve on

9 it. It has not only one safety valvol it has a set of

10 safety valves, so that together they will limit the

11 pressure in that steam generator to less than 110

12 percent, given some design circumstances. So it doesn't

13 have just one safety valve.

8 14 Q Is it just one power-operated steam valve,

15 relieve valve?

16 A (WITNESS MARSH) I believe so. I believe it

17 is only one rower-operated relief valve.

18 Q And was that power-operated reliaf valve out

1g of commission at Ginna?

I 20 A (WITNESS MARSH) I hesitate tc use the words

21 "out of commission." The motor-operated valve upstream

22 was closed which, had it opened, it wouldn't have done
l

23 any good. But it was still an operable valve.

( /"T 24 C Okay. With that clarification, the
\_J>

25 non-power-operated safety valve did stick open a couple

|O
|
|
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1 of times intermittently?

2 A (WITNESS MARSH) My understanding of the event

3 was the safety valve on the damaged steam generator-

\'/ 4 opened a numbsr of times. It was challenged and it

5 opened a numbar of times. I belisvs thrt number is five
f

6 times. AnC the last time the valve did no.t fully close

7 and it took,a number of hours thereafter to stop the

8 leakage.

9 C Now, let's assume it stuck open. What would

10 the operator of the plant be able to do to close it?

11 A (WITNESS MARSH) When you say " stick open,"

12 fully cpen, locked, cannot be closed?

13 Q Well, I don't say cannot be closed. That is

14 the question. Gkay, it sticks open, fully open.
'

15 A (WITNESS MARSH) The code safety valve by
c,

16 itself, you cannot operate this code safety valve from v

17 the control room or from anyplace else. So if the code

18 safety valve sticks ope , then you must do something -

19 else.

| 20 What the operator sould have to do in this -

| -

| 21 circumstance is to go, make sure he dooressurizes the
i

| 22 primary system as his procedures tell him to do and to

23 make surs that he gets the systam pressure down to the

(} 24 point where you stop pressurizing the damaged steam
,

25 generator.

h
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|
e 1 C Now, if the operator did that and there weree

.
;

,

2 steam bucble problems, would that have complicating

3 effects?

O '

4 A (WITNESS MARSH) As you know, there ses a

5 steam bubble in the av an t itsalf, and that caused some

6 complications. dut I must point out that the plant was

7 able to cool down. So yes, it can, the presence of a

8 steam bubble can complicate the situation. But it in

9 and of itself does not pose a safety problem.

10 C I uncerstand what you 're saying.

11 A (WITNESS MARSH) The existence of a steam

12 bubble in the vessel upper head just acts as a

13 cca; plication to it.

14 Q It limits the flexibility of the operator to

15 depressurize the primary side and squalize the

16 primary-secondary differ (ntial, doesn't it?

17 A (WITNESS MARSH) The plant can be

18. copressurizac using the existing pieces of equipment

19 with the steam 4Jbble in the upper heaa. It can be.

. 20 Q But the cuestion was, it limits the
!

21 flexibility of tne operator; is that correct?

22 A (WITNESS MARSH) When you say " flexibility"

23 what comas to my mind, the pieces of equipment that the

(} 24 operator has available to him to depressurize the

25 plant. The operator has lost no equipment by the

O
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1 prasence of a staam bubble in tha upper head. He still)
2 has the same pieces of equipment. So in terms of

3-) flexibility he is still just he has the same pieces--

(_/ 4 of equipment that he had without the bubbla.

5 Q Let me move forward to a hypothetical so we

6 can move on as quickly as we can. If wa assume that the

7 -- you had a snole chain of events that led to excessive

8 radiation. Let me reduce those chains to a fewer number
9 of items. If se assume tFat the iodina partitioning is

10 out and if we assume the steam generator safety valve

11 stuck open and cannot be closed, and we assume that it's

12 going to take ten hours to equalize the pressure, would

13 that leac to excessive radiation releases?
14 A (WITNESS MARSH) ! can't say. I would have to

15 calculate what ten hours means and ! would have to know
16 more.

17 Q Now, looking to the next paragraph on page 5,

18 the third and fourth line, chan you refer to " studies,"

19 would you provide me with copies of those studies?

20 A (WITNESS MARSH) Sir, where are you?

21 Q On oage 5, the next caragraph. The third and

22 fourth lines refer to certain studies which are not

23 identified. Would you provide me with a copy of those

(} 24 studies, pleasa, sir?

25 A (WITNESS MARSH) As I tried to indicate, these

O
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r~S 1 are preliminary studies which are still undar Staff
V

2 review. They nave not been scrutini:ed and I don 't have

3 them with me.

4 MR. ANDERSO9: I'm going to object if we can't
'

5 review these studies that are being testified to.

6 MR. BACHMANN3 Vr. Chairman, I must keep

7 reminding Mr. Anderson thet the purpose of Mr. Marsh's

8 testimony is to respond to Board concerns, not to

9 address itself to the issue which ha has raised.

10 Therefore, I don't see how he would in any way be

11 affected one way or the other, whether ha hed these

12 studies or not,'when we consider that is at issue in the

13 issue that he has raised.

14 JUDGE SLOCH: Mr. Marsh, I take it that based

15 on this paragraph here sbout the craliminary nature of

16 these studies, if the Soard were to conclude that there

17 was a likelihood of more than ene tube ruoture, you were

18 not advising that we use this paragraph to ensure the

19 public safety under those circumstances, are you?

20 WITNESS MARSH: No, sir, I'm not.

21 JUO3E BLCCH: Mr. Anderson?

22 MR. ANDERSON: Is there a sticulation that the

23 statements made here way not be used as a basis of an

(} 24 evidentiary fincing by the Board? If not, I'm going to

25 ask it to be stricken.

O
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'

r^T 1 JUDGE 3 LOCH: The statement has told us thatV
2 we should not rely on this statement to ensure the

3 public safety. It seems to me that is enough to

O 4 acccmplish your purpose. We will not be relying on this

5 statement about preliminary studies to assure the public

6 of safety.

7 MR. ANDERSON: I. hope it is enough, but for

8 the record I want to make sure that my objection

9 stands.

10 SY MR. ANDERSON: (Resuming)

11 Q Did the Ginna leak rete for the type of

12 ruptura that occurred in that tube that did leak, did

13 that leak rate exceed the previous projections that were

14 made for this kind of leak by the Staff?

15 A (WITNESS MARSH) No, sir, they did not.

| 16 JUDGE BLOCH: Are you talking about the leak
,

,

17 of radiozetivity or the leak of watsr?

18 MR. ANDERSON: Water.

19 WITNESS MARSH: That is what I intercreted his

20 question to mean. The s t a rid a rd review plan analysis for
|
'

21 that plant indicated a leak rate which was excerienced

22 at that plant. In othar sords, the Ginna event leak

23 rate through that broken tube was very close to a

{} 24 double-ended guillotine break, and that is not

25 unexpected.

O
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1 SY MR. ANDERSCN (Resuming)

2 ; What is the estimatad double-ended guillotine

3 leak rate projection of tha Staff?

O 4 A (WITNESS MAPSH) I don't have tha exact

5 number, but it was on the ordar of --

6 A (WITNESS COLBURN) Excuse ma s Judge, but I

7 remember from my recollection that 1 think it was 843

8 gallons per minute in the Ginna FSAR.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

' 20

|

|
21

2*4

23

24

25

i O
i
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1 Q Thank you.

2 Did you have another part of the answer you

3 wented to make?

O 4 A (WITNESS MAPSH) I was going to spy on the

5 order of 700 to 300 gallons a minute.

6 Q And are you saying that the ruptura that

7 occurred at Ginna approximated in extent a double-ended

8 guillotine break?
.

9 A (WITNESS MARSH) The flow rate through the

10 broken tube at Ginna approximated the flow rate that you

11 aould expect through a double-ended guillotine break.

12 C Sut the actual hole opening was not

13 approximating the kind of hole opening that you would

14 have on a doub'le-ended guillotine break, is it, sir?

15 A (WITNESS MARSH) The opening was at least as

18 large as a double-ended guillotina break. It cas quite

17 long, and it was a fish mouth opening.

18 MR. ANDERSON: I have no more questions.
|
I

19 JUDGE 3 LOCK: Mr. Churchill?
|

20 MR. CHURCHILL: No questions.

21 JUDGE BLCCK: Mr. Marsh, was there any
;

22 testimony that you heard from Applicant witnesses with

23 which you disagreed?

( 24 WITNESS MARSH: No, sir, there was none.

25 ~ JUDGE BLCCK: Mr. Colburn, was there any

|
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1 testimony of Applicant's witnesses with which you

2 disagree?

3 WITNESS CCLBURN; No, sir, there was none.

O 4 JUDGE SLCCK: Same question, Mr. Murphy.

5 WITNESS MURPHY: A moment of consultation.

6 I have an answer, and I'm not sure I

7 interpreted the question correctly.

8 JUDGE SLGCK: Please feel free to consult with

9 the members of the canel.

10 (Witnesses conferring.)

11 WITNESS MURPHY: I have no what in my mind I

12 would call significant disagreements with what has been

13 presented.

14 In a couple of -- I've obviously hesitated in

15 my answer. There were a couple of particular points

16 upon which I don' have as much information at my

17 disposal as did Mr. Fletcher when he gave his

18 t e s t im o n y . I would therefore, when evaluating the same

19 issue, might not take as -- make the same statement that

20 he has made. I would take a somewhat more conservative
21 position based upon what I know.

22 I have no information to suggest that anything

23 he has said is incorrect.

{} 24 JUOGE SLOCK: Could you clarify the areas?

25 WITNESS MURPHY: Yes. The two points of

O
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1 clarification addressed by Mr. Fletcher with regards to{
2 his testimony I think in response to my wri'tten |

- 3 testimony, the first item being the allusion.to the 30

~ 4 percent reduction in sensitivity of ACT to slesving

5 flaws with respect to inside the tube comoared to a

6 similar situation where the added tube is not cresent.
7 In my review, it was clear to me that the 30

3 percent reduction we were talking about was not a

9 significant cpnsideration, primarily because it was my

10 judgment that this sort of bounded the signal-to-noise

11 ratio reouction that I believe the sleeving would effect.

12 Mr. Fletcher -- Dr. Fletcher has alluded to

13 the fact that they can reset the equipment to get the

14 amplitude in the signal back up to where it was

15 previously. My judgment tells me that there's also a

16 noise melody associated with that, that while 30 percent

17 may not be indicative of the actual signal-to-noise,

!

18 ratio reduction, I don't know where you would end uo. I

|

19 don 't have a clear picture in my mind as to where you

20 and up, are you back to where you started, or are you as
|

21 far down as 30 percent, as I assumed in my evaluation?

22 JUDGE BLOCK: You have a feeling there sould
1

| 23 he some loss.

(} 24 WITNESS MURPHY: But less significant. The 30

25 percent balance 30 percent, I think, balance--

)

i
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1 signal-to-no*. souction would be reasonable undar the

2 circumstane.es.

3 "V SLCCK: If there was a 40 percentO 4 through ,sil .ress carrosion crack -- I 'm sorry, a 40

5 percent penat >1 ion through-wall crack -- a 40 percent

6 through-call stcass corrosion crack, could you give us

7 an idea, depenc.ing on *no volume of that crack, of the.

8 likelihood that d. * Wou! i he detected during an eddy

9 current inspection?

10 Thors is some relationship between the volume

11 of the crack and the : hance you're going to catch it?

12 WITNESS MURPHY: Very definitely, yes. It is

13 going to be a strong relationship between the volume of

9 14 the crack and its detectability. The depth is a major

15 variable, to be sure; so is the length of the flaw.

16 Have ! -- I'm not sure I understand the full

17 breadth of your question.

18 JUDGE SLCCK: I wanted to know the reliability

19 with which such a 40 percent flaw can be detected.

20 WITNESS PURPHY: A 4C oercent flaw of any

; 21 structural significance, or significance in length, such
|

22 that it could have a significant degrading influence on

23 the structural integrity of the tube I believe would be

24 detectabla.

25 JUDGE BLOCK: Is this besad on your knowledge
I

|O
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1 of the physical principles involved or validation

2 studies relating to the ability of people to use the

3 technique and find fisms?

O 4 WITNESS MURPHY: It is based upon the

5 consideration of a variety of factors, our general

6 experience with eday current in the field, that once

7 cracks have occurred, they.have become detectable, even

8 under adverse circumstances.

9 In the context in which I made the conclusion

10 that the 40 percent through-wall cracks are detectable,

11 I am talking about a situation where you would have an

12 absence of significant noise effects, you know. If they

13 are there, then you would have a different situation.

9 14 JUDGE SLOCK: Does the noise effects include

15 things like denting in the area, or drilling out of a

16 plug?
s

17 WITNESS MURPHY: Denting is certainly a strong

18 contributor to noise, if it is present.

19 JUDGE BLGCK: I said drilling out a clug

20 because we had testimony about why it was not possible

21 to identify the location of a through-wall leak in a

22 cold leg.

23 WITNESS .9URPHY: Well, as earlier testimony

(} 24 referred to, there are a number of structural

25 discontinuities in the area where the plug was removed,

O
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|

1 and these discontinuities can be expected to produce

2 very strong eddy curesnt signals that would certainly

3 impair your ability to detect a flaw.,s

- 4 JUDGE SLCCK: On a smooth, undisturbed tube,

3 you woulc expect very high reliability in detecting a 40

6 percent through-wall stress corrosion crack?

7 WITNESS MURPHY: Yes. As I said, I would

8 exclude the cracks of very short length which will not

9 open up appreciably. You have to expect that. The

10 ability of a crack to open up is going to be closely

11 related to the degrading effect of that crack on the

12 structural integrity of the tube. The two go hand in

13 hand.

9 14 JUDGE BLOCK: Was there one other area that

15 you said you were uncertain about, whether you agreed

16 with the Apolicant's testimony?

17 WITNESS MURDHY: In my testimony, I testified.

18 to the best of my knowledge, that I would have little

19 basis for concluding that the detectability of what we

20 call the tube sneet crevice phenomenon is any better

21 than on the order of 70 to 80 percent today at ooint

22 Seach.

23 Mr. Fletcher, I believe his position is, his

{} 24 feeling or conclusion is that considering that IGA will

25 2enerally not exceed, based upon the information

O
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1 availabla, will not proceed beyond 30 percant{
2 througn-wall or so before cracks become present, based

.3 upon this, that oerha.s 40 to 50 percent crevice-

U 4 corrosion may be detectable.

5 If that is a fair representation of his

6 cosition, I cannot disagree with that. I wouldn't want

7 that to indicate, by not saying anything, that I would

8 necessarily support that oosition either. I would,

9 based upon what I know, I would feel comfortchle with

10 ahat I said in my testimony.

11 JUD3E SLOCK: Just to refresh my mamory, what

12 was that?

13 WITNESS MURPHY: The best I could feel

14 comfortable about saying is that the threshold of the

15 tube sheet crevice corrosion has been becoming

16 detectable at 70 to 80 percent through-wall. Perhaps it

17 has been becoming detectable earlier, but I have not

18 been able to give a clear and convincing case for that.

19 JUDGE BLOCK: Is it possible that it could

20 depend on how dense the crevica was packed?

21 WITNESS MURDHY; Clearly that is a major

22 aspect of ths problem.

23 JUDGE BLOCK: I have one other way out

[}
24 question I'm going to ask you that may maka me look

25 foolish.

O
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1

1 Some five or six years from now, is it

2 possible that corrosion of the parent sleeve could
,

| 3 proceed to the point where pieces might drop off and we

O 4 would have loose pieces in the steam generator?

5 MR. SACHMANN: Judgs Block, did you mean

8 parent tube? You said parent sleeve.

7 JUDGE BLCCK: Parent tube.

8 WITNESS MURPHY: I would find it very -- it

9 doesn't sound very credible to me that any such

10 fragments could be of any concern on the secondary side

11 of the steam generator. Our experience is it takes a

12 good heavy hunk of foreign object material to cause the

13 sort of tube damage that can give you a tube rupture.

14 JUDGE BLOCK: Is there another panel member

15 that wanted to comment on that same question?

18 WITNESS MC CRACKSN: I would simply say that I

17 sould find it highly unlikely that tne carent tube would

18 continue to corrode to a point where you could have

19 pieces breaking off. Even in the unlikely event that

'

20 did occur, small pieces of tubing that broke off and

21 fell down as part of the sludge layer wouldn't be a

22 factor in wearing through any remaining Inconel tube.

23 They don't have enough mass to do anything.

( }.
! 24 JUDGE SLOCK: Mr. Murphy, do I understand

*

25 there were no other areas in which you disagreed with

}
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1 Aoplicant's tastimony?

2 WITNESS MURDHY: That is correct.

3 JUDGE BLOCK: Mr. McCracken, are there cny3
- 4 areas of Applicant's testimony with which you

5 disagreed?

6 WITNESS MC CRACKEN: No, I have no

7 disagreements eith the testimony.

8 JUD3E 3LCCK: Would any of you wish to comment

9 on the model which ws were cresented concerning the way

10 in which steam would occur in the annulus if water were

11 to leak into the annulus?

12 WITN5SS MC CRACKEN: I think I was -- I was

13 hearing that testimony. I think it 's important to coint

9 14 out that you are only talking about tubes where you

15 first must penetrate the parent tube. Onca you put a

16 sleeve in, yo are significantly reducing the heat flux

17 above the tube sheet of the tube, so therefore you are

18 reducing the concentration effect, and there 's every

to reason to believe that you will reduce the corrosion .

20 mechanism which would cause progression of the outer

21 tube or the parent tube. So the probability of that

( 22 occurring I think is relatively small.

23 The comment that Mr. Fletcher made about

(} 24 getting water in and out of those, some of the cracks

25 that us are seeing here at Point Beach are very tiny.

O
|
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1 The amount of water that you could get in and out I

2 would think would be relatively small. So the

3 possibility exists, but I think you can over a period of

4 time get some of these impurities in. But certainly

5 sith tne thermally treated Inconel 600 tubing, the rate

6 of corrosion would be less than the rate of corrosion of

7 the parent tube.

8 JUDGE BLOCK: Mr. McCracken, do you also agree

9 with Applicant's testimony that there were corrosion of

10 the annulus below the level of the tube sheet?
11 WITNESS MC CRACKEN: Sased on what I've seen

12 that where the defects are, in other words, assuming

13 that through-wall penetration, if it occurred, would be

14 below the tube sheet, yes, I can't see any way it could

15 be any other way.

16 JUDGE BLCCK: Mr. Murphy, do you also agree?

17 WITNESS MURPHY: I believe Mr. McCracken is

18 far more qualified.

19

20

21

22

23

(2)
24

25

(2)i
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1 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Colburn, do you have an{}
2 opinion of your own on that subject? If you don't, it's

3 puits acceptsble to say no.

4 WITNESS CCLSURN: I don't disagrae with

5 anything that Mr. FcCracken has just said, or really

6 sith anything Mr. Fletcher said. I had a heard time

7 during the presentation of the model visualizing

8 everything that was taking place, but I don't really

9 have any evidence to say that it wouldn't take elace

10 that way.

11 It's just that some of the things were things

12 that I didn't consider were cases that would haopen,

13 partly because the cracks were small. It's not like you

14 have a large hole, like a porthole or something, where

15 all the stuff comes in there. So I don't have any

16 reason to disagree with anything that has been said.

17 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Marsh, are you in general

18 agreement?

| 19 WITNESS MARSH: Yes, sir, I am.

I

l 20 JUDGE KLINE: I just want to ask Mr. Murphy
|

21 something related to this clugging limit on page 3 of

( 22 tha testimony. It has to do with the m.,rgin. You set a
|

| 23 40 percent plugging limit, whien is sufficiently below
I

() 24 62 p'ercent, really, to give e significant margin of

25 safety. However, did you hear the Acclicant's canel

O
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1 this morning, the eddy current interpreters? Did you[
'

2 hear their testimony?

3 WITNESS MURDHY: Yes, sir, I did.

O
4 JUCGE KLINE: And I've forgotten which one

5 testifiec calated to a tube in Applicent's Exhibit 2 --

6 I don't know if you need that or not, but I can refresh

7 your memory -- in whien he had -- he showed a tube which

8 he reported out at 89 percent indication. However,

9 under examination he said, while that is a very

10 conservative number, I really don't know how much

11 degradation there is. It right be very little or none

12 or all the way up to 89. But he reported it as a

13 conservative number.

14 My question is, did that range of uncartainty

15 span the range of your safety margin? That is to say,

16 that is bigger than your range of 40 to 62 percent?

17 Does that kind of a oroblem cause you a concern? And I

18 guess I woulc like to have that reconciled.
|

! 19 WITNES S ML'R PHY: Even if we blindly ignored
l

20 measurement error associated with SCC detection, I don't

i 21 think we have a significant safety problem, given the

22 overall context or the overall role that eddy current

l
23 plays in terms of assuring tube integrity.

() 24 Eut in fact, what data I have seen regarding

25 measurement errors associatec with SCC detsetion

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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|
|

1 indicates thtt it may or mcy not be cuite significant,)
2 that clearly wnen you run into an SCC problem the thing

- 3 is, first you'll know you have it becruse you knou

- 4 you 'll havs indications.

C Clearly, carsful consioeretion must be given

6 to measurement errer in deciding what action you ere ;

7 going to be taking.

8 JUDGE KLINE: Are you finished?

9 WITNESS MURPHY: Yes.

10 JUDGE KLINE: Let ms follow on, then. This is

11 a question relating to how NRC enforces the 40 percent

12 plugging limit. Suppose that you received data in your

13 office similar to -- well, which showed an 89 cercent

14 indication. However, you knew that -- now you know,

15 anyway -- that the people who read the tapes do it all

16 conservatively. And the question is, would that be a

17 sufficient basis to enforce the 40 percent clugging

18 limit, or on the basis.of this single report would you

19 say, well, yes, it's now time to plug? Or would you

20 discount it?

21 Would there be subjsetive aspects of

22 evaluation or how would you go about, then, enforcing

23 the plugging limit?

(} 24 WITNESS MURDMY If they find an 80 to 90

25 percent indication, they would be required to plug it.

O
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1 JUDGE KLINE: They sculd be required to plug

2 it, even granted what we heard this morning that it was

3 subject to, there was error, there was uncertrinty?

4 Would you take any of that into recount or would you

5 just take the care number?

6 WITNESS MURDHY: Excuse ms. I believe that

7 the toch spec, if they can call it -- it seems to me

8 that the toch spec would require them to plug that tube

9 JUD35 KLINE: Okay.

10 JUCGE SLOCH: I just have a grammatical

11 question about Section 5.0. Is that Mr. Murphy's

12 testimony or Mr. Colburn's?

13 WITNESS MURPHY: I am responsible for Section

14 5.

15 JUDGE SLOCH: I'm only interested in the first

16 full paragraph. There are a cougla of sentences which

17 say, "Thus, Westinghouse has concluded," or "The

18 Westinghouse study indicates." Ey inserting them in

19 Section 5.0 ara you indicating you agree that those

20 findings are correct, or are you just reporting that

i 21 someone else thinks that's correct?
!

22 Paga 31.

23 (Pause.)

24 WITNESS MURDHY: Let me review it for a

25 minuto.

O
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1 (Fause.)

*2 ,ITNESS MURPHY: I agree with the WastinghouseW

3 conclusion.

4 JUC35 SLGCH: We're talking cbout the first

5 paragraph?

G WITNESS PUR2HY: I stated there -- this is the

7 first paragerch. As I have s t r. t e d the conclusion at the
8 cottom sentence of the first paragraph, I would rgree

9 with that statement.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: ! guess I also meant the second

11 paragraph. I wasn't sure, since it's a new paragraph.

12 I guess tha second paragraph also.

13 WITNESS MURPHY: This is a simple -- I was

14 simply at this point reporting the facts. This is

15 essentially a statement of what Westinghouse reported to
.

16 us.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: But you read the study and

18 presumably you think the study is sound and you would

19 place it in the SER, is that right?

20 WITNESS MURDHY; That is correct.

21 JUO35 SLOCH: If you have some hesitancy about

22 that --

23 WITNESS MURPHY: No, no, no, no. There's no

( 24 hesitancy. I was just thinking whether I ought to

25 amplify. If I see something I disegree with and I put

h,
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/~T 1 it in my SER, representing it as the Licensee's
V

2 position, and if I think something is difficient about

3 that, it's my obligation in my SER to point that out.

4 JUDGE SLOCH: Redirect?

5 MR. 3ACHMANN: I have no redirect

6 examination.

7 JUDGE BLCCH: Mr. Anderson?

8 MR. ANDERSCN: I have some recross.

9 JUDGE SLOCH: And you, Mr. Churchill?

10 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir.

11 JUDGE SLOCH: Do you have any recross?

12 MR. CHURCHILL: Not yet, sir.

13 JUDGE SLOCH: I think you said you had none?

14 MR. ANDERSON: I have some.

15 JUDGE SLCCH: T h a t 's true. Please proceed,

16 Mr. Anderson.

17 RECROSS EXAMINATION

18 ON SEHALF CF INTERVENOR

19 BY MR. ANDERSON:

20 Q Mr. McCracken, in answer to Mr. S l o c h 's

21 question, did I understand you correctly that it 's your

22 statement that we will see no tube degradation above the

23 tube sheet at Point Seech for the rest of its life or

() 24 any tube failures above the tube sheet for the rest of

25 its life?

O
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1 A (WITNESS McCRACKEN) I don 't believe that was

2 his question, nor was that my response.

3 C Do you expect to see any?

4 A (WITNESS McCRACKEN) I anticipate that any

5 natorial which is in a corrosive medie, which is water,

6 mill corrode at some rate over some period of time.

7 0 Do you believe we'll see any tuba failures

8 above the tube sheet over the period of the olent lif-a?

9 A (WITNESS McCRACKEN) I'm not sure I know which

10 mechanism you're talking about.

11 C Any mechanism.

12 A (WITNESS McCRACKEN) If I had a crystal ball

13 and I could look forward and see that something were

14 going to occur, I would do my best to implement

15 something to prevent it from occurring.

16 JUCGE BLCCH: Would you expect stress

17 corrosion cracking during the remaining life of the

18 plant to penetrate the parent tube wall above the tube

19 sheet?
l

| 20 WITNESS PcCRACKEN: I would think that in the

21 areas thtt were sleeved the probability of that would be

22 less than the probability in tubes that are not sleeved,

23 beczuse you have reduced heat flux in the sleevod

24 tuces. -

25 JUC32 BLCCH: What sculd that reduced

!

O
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(} 1 probability be?

2 WITNESS McCRACKEN: I don't think I'm prepared

3 to put an aeror band on that. By reducing the heat flux

O.!
' 4 you are reducing the concentrating mechanism. By

5 reducing the concentrating mechanism, you reduce the

6 probability of corrosion.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, you can't put an error

8 band on it. Can you use words? Is it extremely

9 unlikely? Is it incesdible? What kind of words would

10 you usa to describe it?

11 WITNESS McCRACKEN: Much less likely.

12 JUDGE BLCCH: Mr. Anderson?

13 MR. ANDERSON: I don't have anything further

O'

14 for the witness. No questions.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: No further cuestions.

16 Mr. Churchill?

17 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir, no questions.

18 JUDGE SLOCH: You have no more redirect?
^

19 MR. BACHMANN: No questions.

20 MR. ANDERSON: Sofore they're excused, I'd

21 like to make one point if I may, and that is in rosconse

22 to the discovery against Staff Mr. Sachmann, I think,

23 provided a document mailed to me November 12th. cor

() 24 shatever reason, it didn't get to me at all bef ore I

25 left Madison to come here. I was handed it yesterday.

O
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1 It deals witn the San Onofre test results. I have not

2 yet had a chanca to examine it, nor talk to the PF for

3 San Onofre.

D 4 I don't know what issues it may or may not,

5 have raised. I just want to mention that that issue is

6 open because of that.

7 JUDGE SLOCH: You can talk to us about that in

[ 8 the morning.

9 Mr. Churchill, would you like to comment on

10 that now?

11 MR. CHURCHILL: First let ne ask what you

12 meant by talking about it in the morning?
,

|

( 13 JUDGE SLOCH: Well, if he reads the document
i

! \ 14 and he has some serious grounds that gives rise to a
!

15 motion, we will of course hear his motion.

16 MR. CHURCHILL: I guess I was assuming that

17 this hearing was going to be drawn to a close, and if

18 that is the case then I had better express my view on

19 that right now. Are we intending to close this hearing

20 this evening?

21 MR. ANDERSON: If you address that, I'd like

22 to speak to it if I might, maybe off the record.
I

23 JUDGE ELOCH: No, I think whatever we do

! 24 should be on the record.

25 Mr. Bachmann -- well, Mr. Bachmann, what is

!

lO
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1 the San Cnofra document? Is there any chanca tha' after{}
2 his review, that Mr. Anderson would have grounds for

3 continuing to ask questions, so that we should not nos

O 4 close the record?

5 MR. ANDERSON: Sefore he does so, if I may, I

6 think it's implicated in your question. Mr. Colburn is

7 the individual wha provided it. He has not read it

8 either. I don't think, even if I had a valid motion,

9 that he'd be able to answer questions with respect to it

10 tomorrow. Is that correct?
, .

11 WITNESS CCLSURN I have not had a chance to

12 analyze or study the document.

13 MR. ANDERSON: I didn 't mean to interrupt you,

) 14 but I thought you should know that.
,

15 JUDGE BLOCH: What is the relevance of the

16 document to this proceeding, Mr. Bachmann?

17 MR. BACHMANN: As far as I can tell, as far as

18 this particular evident'iary hearing there is no specific

19 relevance. The reason the document was forwarded is

20 that the Staff had made a commitment a number of months I

21 ago that when this recort was completed we would forward !

I

22 the report on to Mr. Anderson. I

23 The timing was such that it coincidentally J

} 24 came at the same time as this hearing. We --

25 JUDGE 3 LOCH: It is net in response to a

i
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T-

1 sc ocifi'c discovery reque st?

2 MR. BACHMANN: No, this is in response or,
f

3 shall I say, this is in accordance with the informal

O
4 discovery where the Staff committed to provide Decade

5 with information on other plants, more or less as the

8 Soard urged us to do, information on other plants as it

7 case in.

8 This is not -- I want to make it perfectly

9 clear, this was not in response to a specific' discovery

10 request. We fael we have answered all of those
e

11 questions.
,

12 JUDGE 3 LOCH: I take it, Mr. Churchill, the -

would be ac'rocriate based on that13 only motion that p

14 document would be a motion to' reopen the hearing
.

15 record? ', '

,

16 MR. CHU0 CHILL: Yes, sir, and it would have to
am

17 be well-supported by good cause.

18 MR. SACHMANN: Excuse me, Judge Bloch. The

19 Staff agrees that it should be a motion to raopen,;

| 20 supported by good cause.
| , -

21 JUDGE ELCCH: Mr. Anderson, what is our reason

| 22 for not closing the record, subject only to a motion to

23 reopen?

24 MR. ANDERS0!i: I have no idse. I haven 't ruad

| 25 it myself.
s

'O
|
|

I
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1 JUDGE SLCCH: Mr. Colburn?-

( 2 WITNESS CCLSURN: Yes, Judge Bloch. ! didn 't
i

3 have a chance to actually read the specific document. I

O 4 did read the haadings in the tabla of contsnts relating
t

5 to the document, and what the documents consist of are

:

6 results of eddy current inspections that were done at
|

'

7 $an Onofre, soecifically with the three tubes that were

8 previously sleeved that had been leaking, that were

9 identified in a previous daily highlight that was

10 provided to Mr. Ancerson.

11 JUOGE 3 LOCH: I'm pleased we had this delay,
'

- 12 because there is are ouestion I really want to clear
.

13 up. I would like .ow'from the panel what se should

~

14 make of tha one indication on the sleeve tube at Point
tis
%i 15 Seach. Is there any significance to the indication that

16 we have that it 's apparently not fully resolved at this

17 time?

-18 WITNESS COLSURN: Can we have a few moments tos
,

i 19 ciscuss that amongst ourselvos?,

- ,

~

20 JUCGi SLOCH: Please.

21 (Discussion off the record.)g

22 JUDGE SLOCH: Back on the record.

23 WITNESS McCRACKEN: That one indication they

} 24 were talking about, one being on the primary side, we

25 would be' surprised from a mechanistic point of view to

'

(:) x'
'
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J*
1 see that was some kind of corresion mechanism)
2 occurring. Sased on a lot of other eddy current

'

3 indications, where you occasionally find somothing rnd

O yo$ go back and4 try to evaluate it, more than likely we

5 would think you would find that this was somehow a small

6 incontation on the tube that ses there when the sleeve
7 was manufactured or when it was installed, and this

8 somehow filled with magnetite over the period of time

9 that they operated, and when they went in and tried to

10 hone it out they only went down a half a mil, they;

11 probably didn't even get into the indentation.

12 JUO35 3 LOCH: Oo you know if the honing
1

13 changed the indication in any way?

0 14 WITNESS McCRACKEN: They said that it didn 't.

15 I think the testimony I heard yesterday said there cas

16 no enange in the indication as a consequence of the

17 noning. In any event, a small dent that you would have

18 had, you would have not oicked up in oddy current

| 19 testing anyway.
1

1
20 JUDGY BLOCH: Of course, the people doing the

1

21 testing themselves didn't even think of the possibility

22 of a small dent, at laast not during the testimony. But

23 you think --

} 24 WITN5SS McCRACKEN: Well, they said magnetite

25 ouildup, and if it ware a argnetite builduo on an

O
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1 external surface and they honed it out, I assume it

2 probably would have gone away. At any rate, the

3 location of it, if in fact they go back and do find out,

O'

4 that it is somehow a defect of some kind, the location

5 of it, being well desn in the tube sheet, sould

6 cartainly not give us a safety concern, because if it

7 leaked it would still have to go through the tortuous

8 slow path of getting out of the tube sheet.

9 JUDGE BLCCH: You th.>.nk it's not likely that
,

[

10 upon further investigation this could orove to be!

11 something that is a serious concern about the sleeving

| 12 process?

f

l 13 WITNESS McCRACKEN: I would certainly not

14 think that I had enough concern to recommend that they'

15 use the man-hour of exposure that it ec.uld take to cull
,

16 that out and examine it as an area of concern. That is

17 something of interest I would certainly uant to look at

18 the next time in eddy current testing.

19 JUDGE 3 LOCH: You would just wait for the next

! 20 outage, for the next oddy current test, or would you do

21 something else to follow up on it?

22 (Pause.)

23 WITNESS hcCRACKEN: As of now my inclination

24 woulo be with ahat the Licensee is going to recommend.

25 3ased on that recommendation, we go along with what they

O
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|

[}
1 aant to ao with it, which is typical of what they

2 recommend in tnese typss of occasions.

3 JUDG5 BLOCH: But he hasn't said yet what he

4 wants to do with it.
..

5 WITNESS McCRACKEN: If he chose to pull it and

6 if he wanted to use that man-hour of exposure,

! 7 certainly. But we would certainly not feel strong

8 enough about that kind of an indication that we would,

9 say, order you to take it out and use the man-hour of

10 exposure that it would take to do it, because we really

11 feel from a mechanistic coint of view it probably isn't

12 a corrosion mechanism.

13 It's in an unstressed area of the tube, it is

14 within the tube sheet, it's on the primary side as

15 opposed to the secondary side. So a lot of other things

16 indicate that this may be an artifact, and you do find a

17 large number of artifacts when you do eddy current

18 examinations.

19 JUDGE SLOCH: Could it be a serious soakness

20 that was built into the sleeve before it was installed,

21 a manufacturing defect tha* is a serious weakness?

22 WITNESS McCRACKEN: I would seriously doubt

23 that. I would assum) they examine these sleeves prior

() 24 to putting them into service. I don't know that for a

25 fact, but immstt is shaking his head yes.

O
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i

1 WITNESS MURPHY: If it was there last year,

2 they have means to find that out.j
|

| 3 JUD*,E SL"CH: Well, of course, sometimes they
- O'

4 go back and they examine the 12as oline and they find

5 something they didn't find the first time.
i
' 8 WITNESS MURPHY: That.might suggest something
|

7 introduced during the installation .arocess.

8
,

9

10

'

| 11

!
'

12

13
,

!

14

15

16

' '
17

1G ,

19

I 20

21

|

| 22
l

23

o #<
,

25

O
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|

1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Do you knou if they've gone '

s
t'

:

2 back and looked at the baseline yet?

3 WITNESS MURPHY I don't recell whether -- I

4 see 'aestinghouse people nodding their heads in the

5 audience. Therefore, I would say yes.

6 JUDGE BLCCH: I think I'm not prepared to

7 accept nodding heads in the audience es testimony on a

8 record yet.

9 3ut that would reassure you if the baseline

10 showed there sore no defect at that time?

11 WITNESS MURPHY: What it does is give you
'

12 information of what period of time whatever is causing

13 the si;nal was introduced.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Churchill, do you have any

l 15 more questions on this particular subject?

| 16 MR. CHURCHILL: Questions of the stLff, sir?

17 No.

18 JUDGE SLCCH: If there are no objections, the

* 19 panel can be dismissed. Are there no objections? I 'd

20 like to thank the panel for their assistance to the -

21 doard.

22 MR. SACHMANN: Judge 31och, may the panel be

23 excused from this proceeding at this point, from this

24 chase of the croceeding?

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Presuming that t he y 'r e not going

|
|
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1 to be needed at the special prehearing conference.{}
2 (The panel was excused.)

3 Mr. Churchill, is there a simple way up to,

O 4 clear up what the baseline date looks like on this tube?

5 MR. CHURCHILL: I'm sorry. The question is

6 have they looked at the baseline data to see if the

7 indication existed?

8 JUCGE BLCCH: Before it was installad.

9 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. The baseline data --

10 that is, the inspection right after the sleeve is

11 installed before operations -- showed no indication.

12 JUDGE BLCCH: Is there some way to make thct a

13 matter for our record through affidavit later? Is that,

14 the best way to do it? Or could you take a very fast

| 15 question from one witness?

| 16 MR. CHURCHILL: Your Honor, it happens to have

17 been in the exhibit. I believe one of the examoles in

18 the exhibit was that earticular tube. Let me check.

19 (Pause.)

20 .M R . CHURCHILL No, I'm sorry. We don't have

21 the casoline there.
,

22 I would be glad to keep the Board informed. I

23 would be glad to write the Board a letter. I could

} 24 state that tna baseline insoection showed no indication,/

25 and I could kesp the Board informed if it wished of the

O
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1 ongoing investigation.

2 JUC3E BLOCH: The 3oard is prepared to close

3 the record subject to the receipt of an affidavit

O 4 concerning the baseline data on this one sleeve that

5 sill assure us that there was no serious manufacturing

6 defect at the time it was installed.

7 MR. CHURCHILL: I think I could bring Mr.

8 Fletcher up here right now, and ,psrhaps he could testify

9 to that.

10 JUDGE BLCCH: We would appreciate that.

11 Mo. CHURCHILL: If we could wait a moment, I

12 thick we have'here the strip chart from that carticular
i

13 tube. Meanwhile, I think I can go ahead.

! 14 Whereupon,

15 DOUGLAS FLETCHER

16 resumed the stand and was further examined and testified

17 'as follows:

18 OIRECT EXAMINATION

19 SY MR. CHURCHILL:

20 Q Mr. Fletcher, would you tell the Board what

21 the casolina indications ars for the tube in cuestica,

22 which I believe is identified as R 28 C 58? This is the

23 tube that has the sleeve with the indication indicated

24 on page 7 of A pplicant 's Exhibit.

25 A (WITilESS FLETCHER) It is my un d e r s t a n din g

O
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l

e'g I that the basaline inspection of this sleevs immediataly
NJ |

:

2 following installetion --
|

!

_ 3 MR. ANDERSON: Could you repeat that?

D 4 WITNESS FLETCHER: Immediately following

5 installetion of the sleeve, thet there was no indication

6 in that caseline as reported to me.

I 7 JUDGE 3 LOCH: And are you confidant that this

[ 8 indication has no serious safety significance for this

9 sleeve?

10 WITNESS FLETCHER: Judge Bloch, we have

11 discussed that indication at length as shown in Exhibit

12 2, and the diagnosis at the present time is that what is

13 likely responsible for that indication is a soot, if I

! 14 may use the term, if magnetite or crud that would have

15 collected perhaps in a small indentation in the sleeve

16 mall. An inoontation could have been formed without

17 reducing the wall thickness of the sleevs, but the

18 indentation, small spot, could have been formed during

19 the sleeve installation.

20 JUDGE SLCCH: But the short answer is you see

| 21 no substantial reason to be concerned about public

l 22 safety as a result of the possible defects of the sleeve.

23 WITNESS FLETCHER: I see no reason to be

A 24 concerned.
I (_)

25 JUC3E SLOCH: Are there ouestions from othar

O
N/
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1 perties?

V
2 MR. ANCEPSON. Yes.

3 JUCGE SLOCH: Mr. Anderson.

4 CROSS EXAMINATION

5 SY 49. ANDERSON:

6 Q Why wouldn 't the indentation itself leave some

7 kind of indication on the baseline data?

8 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) I'm speaking of a very

9 small indentation on the order of 2 mills, for example,
i

10 that would not show up on eddy current testing where the

11 indentation or small spot would be magnetite which you

12 would expect it to be following sleeve manufseture and

13 inspection.

14 Q- How many mills would the indentation have to

15 be before you could ses it on the eddy current test

16 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) One or two mills. I'm

17 sorry. Let me retract that. I assumed something in

18 your question. The indentation would have t o b e -- it

19 would have to be larger than a spot, I'll say that.

20 I've been referring to a spot, a spot having dimensions

21 of a mill or two in diameter, for example, ' mill or two

22 in depth, would be suf ficient with magnetite ci esant in
:
'

23 that small indentation to givs a signal of this type.

28 And an indentation for it to show up by eddy current

25 would have to be much larger in its circumference or its i

O !
!
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1 area. And one could then see incontations of the order

2 of one to three mills. 3ut one has to have a large area

3 involvement.

4 Q I 'm not sure the answer was clear. The latter

5 part was meant to refer to an indentation absent

6 magnetite deposit in that, is that correct?

I 7 A (WITNESS FLETCHER) Tliat's correct.
|

8 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you.
!

9 JUDGE BLOCH: I take it given that size

10 identation that the honing that was done might well have
,

l 11 missed the magnetite deposit?

12 WITNESS FLETCH:R: We suspect that is what

13 happened. The hone is designed to remove only a

9 14 superficial amount of material from the inside of the

15 sleeve, on the order of a half a mill.

16 JUDGE SLCCH: Would swabbing it have gotten

17 the magnetite out?

| 18 WITNESS FLETCHER: Following the honing it is

19 swabbed.

20 JUD3E SLOCH: Sut that could have missed it.

21 WITNESS FLETCHER: Well, certainly if the

22 magnetite is embedded in the small spot that I'm

23 referrie; to.

| } 24 JUDGE SLOCH: Any other parties have any

25 questions?
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1 Thank you very much again, Mr. Fletcher.

2 (The witness ses excused.)
3 JUDGE SLCCH: Are there any other witnesses to

O 4 be called? Thera being no further witnesses, the record

5 is closed.

6 MR. ANDERS0!!: Sofore we do that, I would just

7 like to renew our motion. We move that the November 6th

8 prehearing conference for destructive examination of

9 sleeve tubes ! 27 C 49 and R 26 C 53 -- and the reason
10 se make that motion is I think the record demonstrates

11 that the assurance is based upon speculations in this

12 area, and we have no actual reci life examination to see

13 shat actually is going on in the annulus, and we think

14 that this is the best hope we have of getting that

15 information.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: That would be a proper subject

17 for you to argue for in the findings that you will be

| 18 filing with us. If you feel that on the state of the
{
i 19 record there is inadaquate assurance of public safety
[

20 without such destruction tests, that would be a

! 21 legitimata subject on uhich you should file suggested
l

22 findings.

23 I see no reason to order that as a metter of

24 discovery at this time.

25 MR. ANDERSON: Just to be clear, I wasn't

O
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1 arguing it as a matter of disecvery. I was agreeing

2 with counsel it's not discovery if it doesn't exist.

3 We 're asking the 3oard to ree.uire it.

4 JUCGE BLOCH: We hooe you will fully brief

5 that as part of your findings.

6 MR. BAChMANN: Judge Bloch, before the record

v 7 is closso may we speak a moment a b o tit the schedule for

8 filing finoings?

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Please.

10 MR. SACHMANN: The staff had prooosed that wo

11 adnere to the schedule set out in 10 CFR 2.754, and

12 assuming today is tha day that the record is closed,

'
13 using the cays given here and including the five days

14 for the use of the mails.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Are there any objections to

16 those schedule dates?

17 MR. ANDERSON: Could you sait a moment and let
|

18 me check those dates?

19 MR. CHURCHILL: I'd like to discuss it a

20 little bit. Cn closer examination of those carticular

21 schedules I think that would have the applicant's

22 findings due --

23 JUC3E 3LCCH: Christmas Day, sir?

24 MR. CHUFCHILL: Somethir.; like that.

25 MR. ANDERSON: The schedule is acceptable to
|

.

v
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|

gs 1 us so long as it is not concurrent with an obligation of
b

2 OLA-2.

3 JUDGE SLOCH: Let's have further discussionO 4 off the record on the schedule.

5 (Discussion off the record.)

6 JUDGE SLOCH: 3ack on the record.

7 During the recess the parties discussed the

8 actual dates involved in the regulations.

9 .Mr. 3achmann, would you state your
,

10 understanding of those dates to which the parties have

11 agreed?

12 MR. 3ACHMANN: Yes, Mr. Chairman. According

13 to 10 CPR 2.754 we have interpreted the dates given to

S 14 be the proposed findings to be filed by the applicant on

15 December 20, 19823 the intervenor to file on December

16 30, 1982; tne staff to file on January 10, 1993; and any

17 reply findings the apolicant may want to file would be

18 due January 20th, 1933.

19 MR. ANDERSON: We note that that gives us a

20 Christmas pressnt we don't amoreciate.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: W9 would like to make a brief

22 remark about the way that we see the Board's obligation

23 to decide the case, because it does have implications

{} 24 for the kinds of findings that we would like to see from

25' the parties.

O
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~s 1 It is our obligation to analyze this bearing(d
2 record in light of the rules, regulations and staff

3 guidance, to analyze all of the facts that have been

4 presented to us that are reisvant to those rules,

5 regulctions and staff guidance, inclucing the frets that

6 are adverse to a given carty's position and the facts

7 that are favorable to a given party's positien.

8 Now, we would urge the parties in filing

9 findings with us to try to discuss all of the facts,

10 including those that are not so comfortable for the

11 party involved. Those are th, kinds of findings that

12 are most useful to ths Sored in reaching a reasoned

13 decision, because obviously if you seek certain
i

14 limitations on the license or you seek to oppose certain

15 limitations on the license, you may wish to make your

16 reasons for seeking or opposing the condition explicit.

17 In addition, if there are alternate grounds of

18 logic which might be apolied to the record, the findings
!

! 19 may address those alternete grounds of logic. But we

20 are looking for reesoned documents thct will help us

21 reach a reasored decision. So that mechanical numberso

22 findings unaccompanied by reasoning will not be as

23 helpful to us as the kind of document that we are asking

O 24 for.
v

25 Mr. Churchill, you seem to have a comment.

O
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1 MR. CHURCHILL 2 Yes. In your memorandum and

2 order you accompanied it with an order that was issued

3 in the Perry casa, I believe.

O 4 JUO33 BLOCH: That attempts to outline the
'

5 kind of considarations we are interested in.

6 MR. CHURCHILL: The question I had is that in

7 recent casas that we have had we were given spacific

8 guidance from the Licensing Boards bassd, I understand,

9 on a document that the boards seem to be using when they

10 request specifically numbered findings accompanied by

11 arguments or discussion. But they do want the findings

12 of fact specifically numbered. And I am wondering if

13 you are telling us not to do that?

14 JUDGE BLCCH: I am telling you we don't

15 require that. We have not in the initial decisions of

16 boards I have been chairman of used that device at all.

17 We do want careful documentation to the record, but in

18 the form of reasoned documents that will help us to

19 reach a reasoned decision. If you think it would be

20 nelpful to you to list numbered findings because it will

21 help you bafore the Appeal Board or something of that

22 sort, you may include them to protect your rights. But

23 se don't require them, and we don't anticipate that we

24 will use them. We want the esasoned, cocumented

25 argument that would help us reach a reasonable

O
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1 conclusion in this else.'

2 MR. CHURCHILL: We customarily present

3 findings and conclusion, we, the law firm, in the form

O 4 of a proposec initial decision which some boards find

5 helpful, some don't.

6 JUDGE 3LCCH: In fact, in the Big Rock Point

7 case in one instance we adopted conclusions reached

8 suggested to us by the applicant in one instance, very

9 fes findings, adapted them as their own with very few

10 changes. In another instance me adopted most of the

11 findings suggested to us by the applicant and then

12 reached a contrary conclusion.

13 So, yes, ws would appreciate that kind of a

9 14 filing, but we are going to examine very carefully the

15 reasoning and the documentation to the record ourselves.

16 I would liks to thank the parties for their

17 participation. It has been a long day. We have learned

18 a great deal today, some of which was unexpected. And

19 we'd like to thank everyone for their participation, and

20 we will do our best to decide this record fully and

21 fairly to all interests.

22 Thank you.

23 We will see you in the morning at the special

} 24 prehearing conference at 9:00 a.m.

25 MR. ANDERSON: Could we talk about whether

.
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1 st's scheduled to go all day, too?

2 JUCGE SLOCH: Off the record.

3 (Discussion off the record.)

4 JUDGE BLOCH: During our off the record

5 discussons tha parties cresented various views on the

8 scheoule on the special prehearing conference for CLA-2

7 which is a related proceeding.

8 Mr. Anderson expressed P scheduling conflict

9 having to do with en important meeting that might occur

10 at 11:00 a.m. tomorrow morning. The other parties

11 prefer to stret in the morning, although the anclicant

12 stated that it might be willing to start meeting at 6:00

13 this evening. The staff also would be willing to meet

14 at 8:00 this evening.

15 The Board feels that the parties would be

18 fresner in tha morning. We did schedule this hearing to

17 last for three and possibly three and a half days. We ~

18 do think it would be more orderly and more proper to

|
19 start at 9:00 in the morning, and we therefore order

20 that the proceeding be set for 9:00 in the morning.

21 MR. ANDERSON: Could I indicate I wil'1 have to

22 check with my office on whether I can be hers? I simply

23 have that proolem. I'll be glad to call you at your

O 24 hotel. I want to make it clear I have a veryO
25 substantial problem.

m
U
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(]) 1 JUCGE SLCCH: The hiscin; mas set. There's no

2 objection to the problem. This is part of a scheduled

3 proceeding. If Decade is not represented, there is a

4 good chance they will default in the proceeding.

5 MR. ANDERSON: I understand,'and there are

6 conflicts with tne organization, I would add, if I may,

7 Mr. Chairman, at every phase of this proceeding. The

8 applicant has rushed us, and we have always been on the

9 losing end of those rushes. We have been impaired, and '

10 ou r ability to function has been deprivodi and here now

11 is a case where we need to go -- we have had a hearin.g
'

12 scheduled to go this evening. We were all advised wo

13 could go, and we think it is appropriate. We are in a
(~T,
\d 14 substantial problem because we have limited resources.

15 We don't have a set of lawyers for every proceeding and

to a set of lobbyists for every case. We don't have that

17 kind of resources.

18 JUDGE BLCCH: Refresh my mind once again in

i 19 detail what this meeting is and why you waited until
{

20 6:00 on Thursday evening to tell the Board that you had

21 a meeting at 11:00 tomorrow morning?;

22 MR. ANDERSON: It is because I got notice of

23 it at 4: 30 this afternoon by telephone from my offi:e,

24 and becausa the Governor-elect wasn't elected until this

25 hearing was set.

O
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1 JU 32 BLCCH: The Governor-elect is going to

2 do what?

3 MR. ANDERSCti: I don't think it is eparopriate

' 4 for me to discuss exactly what we're doing, but the

5 question is the transition that is going on with the

6 Gov rnor's office in Wisconsin, and we have a meeting at

7 11:00 that we -- that is the only option given to us.

8 It is not a meeting set by us, sir.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: The Bored will reconsider its
"

10 consideration only at the request of one of the other

$1 certies. There oeing no recuest, the Board's rulin g

12 stands for 9:00 tomorrow morning.

13 MR. ANDERSCN: Do you want me to notify you

14 shen I call my office what my position sill be tomorrow?

15 JUDGE SLOCH: We will be here at 9:00, and if

16 you are not, we'll proceed without you.

17 MR. ANDERSON: Thank you.

18 (Whareupon, at 6:05 p.m., the hearing ses

19 recessed.)

20

21

22

23

25
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